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A PSALM FOR NEW YEAR'S EVE.
A Friend stands at the door;
-In either tight-closed hand

~ Hiding rich gifts, three hundred and three score:
Waiting to strew them daily o’er the land

Even as eeed the sower.

a

Each drops he, treads it in and passes

by :

It can not be made fruitful till it die.
O good New Year, we clasp
"This warm shut hand of thine,
Loosing forever, with half sigh, half gasp,
That which
from ours falls like dead

twine:

fingers’

%

"|

"Ay, whether flerce its grasp
Has been, or gentle, having been,

wé%know

That it was blessed : let the Old Year go.

O New Year, teach us faith!
The road of life is hard:
When our feet bleed and
scathe,

Voint thou to
Him

;
scourging

winds

us

whose visage wss more war:

red

i

i

Than any man’s: who saith,

:

‘* Make straight paths for your feet”—and

opprest—

:

BAL

to the

:

* Come ye to Me, ard I will give you rest.”

Yet hang some lamp like hope

:

Above this’ unknown way,
Kind year, to give our spirits freer scope

x:
gi

And our hands strength to work while it is day.
But if that way must slope
f
Tombward, O bring before our fading eyes

fe

The lamp of life, the Hope that never dies.

7-.

Comfort our souls with love —
Love of all human kind;
;
Love special, close—in which like shelgered dove
Each weary heart its own safe nest may:find;
And love that turns above
Adoringly; conteotéd Lo resign
=
All loves, if need be, for the Love Divine.
Friend, come thou like a friend,
And whether bright thy face,

Or dim with clouds we can not comprehend,—
We'll hold out patient bands, each in his place,
And trust thee to the end.
Knowing thou leadest onward to those spheres
Where there are neither days mor months nor

years:

— Mrs. Mulock Craik.
all
A App

The Archbishop of Canterbury, the Most
Rev. Archibald ‘V'ait, D. D,, after a lingering
illness of several weeks duration passed quietly away in London, Sunday morning, Dec. 3.

In bis death the shuren of Foglavd
ih one
of her most prominent, dignified and scholar
divines. Ho. im born in Edinburgh Dee.
1811,

and

though

his

accomplished

in

standing they were
son

paremts

were

of

poor, so that whatever the
life

was

through his own unaided efforts.

done

chiefl

In his 16t

ear he entered the University at Glasgow.
ears of
he was in Baliol
ben only 19

College, Oxford,

of which

be became

ively scholar, fellow, and tutor.

success-

He was

sub-

who

there

sequently appointed a public examiner of the
University. When Dr. Arnold died suddenly,
in 1842,he succeeded him as head-master of
Rugby, a position which for eight years he
held

to the evident delight

of all

came under his influence. It was here at Rugby Mrs, Tait displayed that congeniality
with
the arduous duties of her husband which made
her famous, and of which a fitting expression

is found in the sweet memoir which

he gave the

world of her some three years ago. In 1850, Mr,
Tait accepted the deanery of Carlisle, and at

once showed timself on the alert for every
ood work, and became as hard-working a
* clergyman as there was in the whole of his

diocese.

But it was reserved until the occu-

pancy of the bishopric of London”

church and

the world

were his toils,

saw

how

before the

indefatigable

Wtien in 18066 he became Bish-

op of the great metropolis he had 1,000 clergymen under his charge. Finding that his dio-

cese had largely overgrown its accomodations

his fim efforts were
directed to the
tion of the bishop of London’s fund,

organiza.
which in

ound to the snm of $3,000,000.
10 yours
. He at once began to put his vast diocese into

order, and to work out those large plans for
church extension and out-door preaching for
which

ized.

his London

episcopate

was

character-

While in this trying position, without

the sacrificeof any sense of justice, his administration was marked by such wisdom that it
obtained

the

approval

of the

entire

English

church, while his zeal for education, and his

earnest philanthropic endeavors endeared him
to all classex of
Je. On the death of Dr,

Longley in 1p febop Tait was nominated
his successor to fhe See of Canterbury, and

since that date has been the Primate of all
Eugland. His rare qualifications for the posi

tion were

training in

generally

acknowledged;

iad

ors

filled served him to good purpose;
work twas

church wisely

fo

admin

his Jon,

which be Hud

his chief

the affairs of

the

; and, as al ecclesiastical states

mun,
he {8 regarded the Mijest archbishop who

bas sat on 8t. Augustint’s chair at Canterbur

Since

8 of

Tillotson,

Archbishop Tait

bore his lst sufferings as he had borne the
many
of his.
life-with true Christian
courage and patience, and he repeatedly expressed his e
eadinessto depart and be

4

at rest.”
ing, it is

coming.”

ords were: ‘It is com:
:

In fifteen years we are told that 8,500
churches have heen built in .this country, and
morg than one for everyday in the year for
the last twelve months.

52

I

ready to slide down

ls

in thg.gext heavy

greatly increased.

may
¥

be

js

:

i

————
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rather than profound,” tone monotonous tists isi a finished and fixed
science, I =
and drawling. All of a sudden the ‘should laughin his face.
For, not to
A gallant ship and ~
~
rain. On this exceedingly
sigep hillside,
preacher would undergo a complete speak of increase of knowledge by, direct
When skies were bright as skies could be,
P09
the top of the rear wall of the lowest
One sunny morn in May,
transformation ; his ** voice grew round, study of the Bible, there can be no new
of truth in any department: of
The light winds blew,
houses seems to be the foundation of
THE GLORIOUS GOSPEL.
| full, flexible! sonorous; his action fall of discovery
The white sails flew,
science which will.not modify toa Frodter
|
front
walls
of
those
above,
and
still
lef
‘| power and fire; his form seemed to dilate or less degree our accepted: theu logical
The pennants floated far,
BY THE REV. W. H. HURLIN.
standing among the houses are two large
No stain I saw,
to gigantic size; his face and features be- systetf®. We must allow for parallax.
Nor any flaw,
pyramids of the original, conglomerates The word gospel was formerly * god- came mobile,
- Progress in archaeology has placed the
dramatic, radiant;
his eye chronology
From deck to shining spar!
Archbishop Ussher in
formation.
:
PLE
11.” that is, God's word or message, shone with a splendor that dazz'ed be- a position of of unstable
And from the prow, with eager eyes,
equilibrium or,
It was noon when we arrived at Men- and it means literally, ‘* good news,” be-. holders !” The congregation was electri- better, has utterly
Hope gazed afar—to Paradise.
upset it. Progress in
owe.»
large#aind beautiful town on a cause God is the author and giver of fled, awe-stricken, rdtived
to shouts or dis- astronomy has changed the church's con-*
A ship came laboring in from ea
narrow. plat between the hich mountains ‘whatever we have that is good. In writ- solved in tears and emotion. * * « Jimmy ception. of the order of the universe.
One wild December night;
Progress in geology' has lengthened the
Usha the sea, and! being thus better ; pro- ing to Timothy, Paul speaks of it as ** the Brown,” ot the Baltimore
Ah! never ship was borne to lee
Conference,
creative days
Progress in palsozoic sciIn sadder, sorrier plight!
tected from the cool winds, the tempera- glorious gospel.” But what does this used to say: * The body of Durbin'
s dis- ence has led some of the most devout mén
Rent were her sails
ture
is
always
two
or
three
degrees
warmepithet mean? and why is it applied to course was like the dead coloring on a and some of the most accomplished Chris+
By furious gales,
er than that of Nice. The custom house the gospel? It means that which is very frescoed wall, out of which started, in tian scholars to believe that, not chrono“No pennants floated far;
Twisted and torn
man was latest
on the Italian line is one mile beyond, excellent, and we can readily see many altissimo relievo, the single thought that logically, but logically’
And all forlorn
and hdre at Mentone, queen Victoria reasons why the gospel is called glorious. he wishedto make distinctly. prominent.” creation. The supremacy of the democratic idea has purified our notion of the
Were shuddering mast and spar!
spent several weeks last spring, stopping
The gospel is glorious because it brings And, certainly, none of the old painters
Bul from thé prow Faith's steady eyes
sovereignty of God. - Progress in the sciCaught the near light of Paradise! boii
at afcostly villa, thirty rods from the honor to God himself. He is to be con- were more effective tham Darbin. He
ence of theistic evolution has given to the
:
~Julia C. R. Dérr.
sidered first of all. When the multitude did not always succeed ; perhaps did not world a greater and a nore immanent
God.—Dr. C. B. Crane.’
lr
AA
Our route home was the shore road, of the heavenly host were heard by the’ always try; perhaps waited for opportu-; 5.
3
built:mostly by the government at great shepherds
praising
God, “they said, nity, or for inspiration. He knew that the
A RIDE TO MENTONE.
The Rev. Dr. A. J. I. Behrends, D. D.,
expense, and recently opened. It runs «Glory to God in the highest, and surprising becomes common by repetiBY THE REV. I. D. STEWART.
°
near the railway except around the lon
on earth peace, good will toward men.” tion. A member of Congress—I[ forget of Providénce, was, on Monday evening,
called to succeed Dr. H. M. Scudder in
Congregational
Church,
A ride from Nice to Mentone over the tunnels, above it in one’place and below The gospel displays and harmonizes who—used to narrate a circumstance that the Central
it in another, crossing over it here, and the perfections of God.
He is great, occurred when Durbin, as chaplain, was Brooklyn, at a salary of $10,000.
Thus,
mountains and back by the sea is one of
preaching one Sunday, in the hall of the two of the largest Congregational churches
the luxuries of southern France. = A moré under it there, but never at grade. The holy, just, righteous, true. But where is
United States Senate.” He went drawling of Brooklyn will have ex-Baptist ministers .
direct route is by railway, but we preferred masonry - of the walls and bridges is there room for mercy ? The perfections I
as. pasto
Congregational : theology
worthy of notice. The amount of blast- have named, would seem to forbid its ex- though his discourse till he reached his needs some conserving influence,
the mountain scenery to the dark passage
and,
climacteric thought, when, as usual, he
while we-regret that the Baptists have
through the ghirteen tunnels.
At eight ing in opening the way was truly on.. ercise. But by the atonement of Christ,
made known in the gospel, we see that lighted up, but failed to strike fire. On lost two Such men as Behrends and Penteo'clock one fine November morning, wepft derful, as through the solid rock it leaves
overhanging
cliffs
half
way
across
the
|
* + mefcy and truth are met together; ordinary occasions he could have let it go cost, we ‘have no doubt the dried salt
the house of Mr. Mosher with the entire
will exercise a salatary influence in Conroad,
and
in
seamy
rocks
the
builders
herighteousness and peace have kissed each for that time, but at this time, he paused,
‘family, in a large carriage with spirited
gregational pulpits.— Baptist Weekly .
and drawled out, in substance:
* The
horses, a string of bells and a gentlemanly gan to blast a hundred feet above the otter;” and that ¢ if we confess ur sins,
intended bed of the road, and three prom- be is faithful and just to forgive us.” The idea I just advanced is the main thought
driver.
It was half a mile to the foot of
If'pur churches gave the kind of manly
ontories were tunneled.
for u passage | gospel makes known the great love of of this discoyyrse. Owingto some want of and muscular teaching which puts virtue
the mountain and there we began the
attention on thefpart of the audience, I | next to faith, which counts courage, and
ascent through a grove of olive trees. from one cove to another. Every rod of God for man. - Had there been no atonethe two roads for the forty miles over ment, it would have been true that ¢ God perceive it has failed to make the impres- steadfastness,
and
perseverance,
and
The ripening fruit of the orange and lemwhich we went and came, had been cov- is love,” for this is a part of his nature; sion upon your minds that it makes upon manly heroism as truly Christian virtues as
on trees in the gardens below soon attracered with crushed stones, and was worn but it is only through the atonement that ‘mine. Now, witkyour permission, my hear- meekness, and patience, and gentleness,
and non-resistance, and long suffering,
ted our attention, and they seemed one smooth
as a floor, and to preserve a uni- we know that God loves man. The gos- ers, I will go back, and reiterate some of if it helped men to do their life work as
large orchard of a hundred acres between
form grade sround the irregular moun- pel shows how God honors his law. We my last statements; and if you attend, I it helps women to bear their life burdens;
us and the city, while over the tile-covered
tain sides, its meandering course was learn that God bas not come to the conink you will agree with.me.” In his perhaps it would fill up the empty seat
‘houses were the sparkling waters of the such
that not forty rods in any one place clusion that he has made a severe or an most drawling style he laid the charge,’ with men. , The experiment 1s w
; ee
Union.
blue Mediterranean.
On the hillsides were exactly
straight. And so easy ie unwise law, and has therefore concluded
want of attention,” to the audience till
around the city were beautiful white villas the grade
of the shore road that horses to mitigate or withdraw the penalty; but he had roused their interest and curiosity
It should be emphatically said, and so
half concealed in the evergreen foliage.
can trot the entire distance either way, we see that to maintain the integrity of to its utmost pitch of tension, when he distinctly that nobody can misunderstand
We were now on the old * Corniche
were it not for its wearisome length.
his law, and yet save the sinner, he has, suddenly changed his manner to that. de- it, that in civil legislation the religious
road” built by the Coesars and repaired
question is not taken into account.
If this
About
eight
miles
from
Mentone
we
at
great cost and sacrifice, made a pro- scribed by Milburn, and in trumpet tones
by Napoleon.
For nearly 2,000 years it
were a nation of Moslems, and ibe Moswent
through
the
passages
he
had
already
lem law required Friday w be observed
was the only highway south of the Alpine came to Monte Carlo, the greatest gam- vision of mercy.
The gospel is glorious, because it _pro- recited, in a way that seemed to bring the by a cessation from labor and such pubpasses between France and Italy. Its as- bling place in the world. When driven
from Germany a few years ago, the com- vides deliverance and happiness for man. heavens and earth together, « Nobody" lic pursuits as would disturb the religious
cent was around the mountains, entering
but an old stager in oratory,
said the worship of the people, it would be the
ravines on one side, crossing on stone pany was protected by the prince of He has ruined himself. Our first parents
a feat like duty of the few Christians in the communMonaco, who leased! them a few hundred’ chose to disobey God, and each ene of narrator, *‘ could perform
bridges and coming out higher up the
ity to pay a decent respect to the law. That
acres one mile from his palace, for thirty their posterity has chosen to imitate théni t that !"— Rev. Dr. E, Wentworth.
is all that is required ‘of ‘citizens of a
mountain side on ‘the other; sometimes
>+ &
The public grounds aye a de- for there is no compulsion laid Upon’ us
Christian country in regard to the day of
going north and sometimes south, some- years.
rest.— Observer.
:
lightfal garden, in which may be found to sin. And sin has separated men from
times east and sometimes nearly west,
OURRENT OPINIONS.
every
variety
of
flowers
and
ornamental
God,
and.
this
separation
is
spiritual
constantly rising by a very gradual asThe following is the provision for
The distinguished Dr. John W. Draper
cent, without one rod of descent for ten plants, shrubs and trees that will grow death; and this death, like physical amending the Constitution of Ohio :
has also left on record the following in rein this semi-tropical climate, and no ex- death, is, in the nature of things, eternal.
miles, when we reached -the pummit of
Either branch of the General Assembly
lation to the physiology of the Sabbath :
our route 2,100 feet above the ‘sea. Dur- pense is spared in their culture, other- Nothing but a miracle can restore to life may prepare amendments to the constituThe constitution of the brain is such
ing these ten miles of ascent the scenery wise beautifying the place to make it al- the man who is physically dead, and tion; and, if the same shall be agreed to
that it must have its#ime of repose.
Pewas constantly changing, and. the pros- ways attractive to the multitude of visi- nothing but the power of God can give by three-fifthsof the members elected to riodicity is stamped upon it.
Nor is it
tors.
A
few
first-class
hotels
and.
other
‘each
House,
such
proposed
amendments
spiritual
life
to
the
man
who
is
Separated
pect becoming more and more extensive.
enough that it is awake and in action by
shall be entered on. the journals, with
day, and in the silence of the night obtains
On our right was a view of the great sea, houses, all controlled by the Monte Carlo | from bim. Butthe gospel shows how yeas and nays, and shall be published in
The man may obtain spiritual life and happi- at least one newspaper in each county of rest. and repose; that same periodicity”
intercepted here and there along the shore company, constitute the town.
Casino, or playhouse, in the midst of the ness.
It declares the provision God has the state, where a newspaper is publish- which belongs to it as a whole belongs to
by intervening hills, before and behind us
allits constituent parts.
Oae portion of it
decorated
grounds,
is
itself
a
palace.
made
for
restoring communion between | ed, for six months preceding the next cannot be called into incessant
were the gray, rocky, ' barren mountains
activity
election
for
senators
and
representatives,
without-the risk of injury. Its different reof Maritime Alps, and off at our left were Whether right or wrong, I went in to see himself and man. And it secures to those at which time the same shall be submitted
gions, devoted to different functions, must
more lofty summits, and all along the for myself. The reception-room is sur- who accept it all present and future to the electors for their approval or rehave their separate times of rest.
The
'
jection ;-and if a majority of the electors
northern
horizon rose
snow-cevered rounded, and the galleries supported, by blessings.
excitement of one part must be.coincident
columns
of
Italian
marble,
and
from
it
all
voting
at
such
election
shall
adopt
such
The gospel is glorious, because its
*“ Alps perched on, Alps.”
;
with a pause in the action” of another.
amendments, the same shall become a The
Sabbath is a boon to all classes of
As we began the descent a road turned the offices and other rooms are entered. provisions are suited to the condition “of part of the constitution. When more than
to the right, down into a smiling valley In the central wing is a concert hall, with men everywhere. It proclaims a salva-) one amendment shall be submitted at the men ; for.in whatever position of life we
may be placed ,it is necdful for us to have
tion suited for all men. It meets the same time, they shall be so submitted as an
of vineyards, and just across it, halfa chairs for an audience of five hundred,
opportunity of rest. No man can, for
‘mile distant, appeared the old town of where a band.of sixty trained musicians, wants of men in all ages of the world, in to enable the electors to vote on each any length of time, pursu
avocation
the
best
that
money
will
hire,
give
a
free
amendment
separately.
;
all countries of the earth, ofall conditions
Ere on a sharp, craggy peak, three or
or one train of though
mental,
and, therefore, bodily itjury
y. with--.
four hundred feet below us. Our circui- concert every afternoon and evening. of life, of all classes of" character. And
The inhumanities inflicted upon the in- out insanity.
In the right wing is a large reading- it is offered fully, freely, without excep:
tous route for a mile enabled us to see
mates of our prisons cry to heaven for
three sides of this town, so strangely room, furnished with the best daily pa- tions, and Now.
exposure and redress. ‘‘I was in prison,
built in the dark ages. I had climbed to -pers from all countries in which sporting
Reader, this glorious gospel has been and ye came unto me,” is among the most THE WEEK OF PRAYER—A TEMPERit from the railway station, a few days be- men are expected to be interested. In | made known to you, and is applicable to suggestive and striking sayings of Jesus,
ANOE DAY.
one that offers a test of the Christian
fore, and stood on the highest rock, seven- the left wing is the spacious and richly your circomstances.
Have you received character that we shall do well to considNEw York, Dec. 13, 1882.
ornamented playroom.: Around the sevteen hundred feet above the sea.
The
i t for yourself? Remember that this!is er. Instead of trying to make the punish- To the Pastors and People of the Christian
ruins of an old castle still remain on the eral tables were seated more than a hun- absolutely necessary in order that you ment of criminals reformatory in its inChurch in the United Slates and Canperpendicular rock of the north and west dred men and women, most of them care- may receive its benefits. In this respect, fluence, we invest it with surroundings
ada.
;
that
8
to harden them in sin.— Chrisgides, with forty or fifty houses on the oth- worn and haggard, and as many more it is like earthly blessings, which must tian tend
HoNORED FRIENDS:
For
years ‘the .
Register.
were
standing
behind
them
all
risking
Woman's Christian Temperance Union has
er sides, and a good4ooking church with
be appropriated in order to be beneficial
petitioned the Evangelical Alliance to desAll to us.
a bell. These buildings cover all the and losing far more than they win.
If you have received it, and are
There is no class more deeply interested ignate in the programme of the week of
rocks above the steep cliffs, and are par- that I know or care to know about the saved through Jesus Christ, then rememin the maintenance and enforcement of prayer, a day of prayer for the triumph of
tially occupied by the peasantry who work game is that it is claimed to be one of ber that God claims gratitude and service our\Sunday laws than laborers [for wa- the Cause of Temperance. Ministers; misin the valleys or towns below. Coming pure chante, and the money laid upon in return for it; and that one way in ges. They have few holidays, but as sionaries, and Christian laymen of every
denomination and in all parts of the world,
long as they are secured in the enjoy- have heartily endorsed
down we met some of them returning figures on the table is lost, or more is which you can render these is by makthis effort, both as
ment
of
the
Sunday
rest,
they
scarcely
won,
according
to
the
figure
on
which
with mules laden with fagots und provising known its value to others, and in try- need more. But once break down the individuals, and in many instances by their
action in Conferences
and
ions. Carriages come within two or three the rolling ball stops in the whistling ing to lead them to see its value and im- safeguards of this respite from toil, and associated
Synods.
Hon. Wm. E. Dodge, of New
roulette.
Thus
does
this
reckless
work
bundred feet of the top in the norther.
portance to them. It is not only minis- a loss will be suffered which it will be York, President of the American Branch
valley, bulabove that point is only a steep go on, with new risks, new rolls of the ters who are to make known the gospel; impossible to make up. Every year of the Evangelical Alliance,
was
the
figst man. to sign our petition four years
stone pavement or steps cut in the rock, wheel and new losses (the games being but every one who is saved by it should more ahd more occupations are pursued
ago,
seven
days
in
a
week
and
more
and
still
and Dr. F. N. Potts, of Toronto,
where only mules or footmen have ever only enough to keep up the interest) urge upon others the necessity for their more laborers have no Sabbath.
Let sent the endorsement of the Canadian
every
five
minutes,
from
two
in
the
afterascended. One theory far. building this
acceptance of it.
those whose welfare is so steadily men- branch within the present year. The United
Presbyterian Church of North America, at
aced make a stand in time. Once broken
town and castle on this almost inaccessi- noon till eleven at night, every day in
If you have not received it, then I ask,
The
down, the barrier against unresting toil its recent General Assembly, directed its.
ble rock was safety from warlike tribes the week, Sunday not excepted.
Do you not ueed it? and can not be easily buiit up again.-- Watch- clerk, Rev. Dr, Wm. F, Reid, of Pitts- i
Why not?
and marauders when invaded in the val- influence is contagious, anc gambling is do you not need it now? You have man.
burgh, to designate a gdy on which the
a
| cause of temperance s¥ould be made the
leys below. Another is that it was built the sin of the country.
personally sinned, and are in imminent
subject of prayer and cbnference, in case
The sun was behind the western hills.
by Saracen pirates who infested the MedWe need singing-schqols for the people, the Alliance failed to do so. Contrary
danger, and there is no other way of esto
fer our hopes, thé programme of the Alliance
iterranean, and fled hither
with
their as we passed the foot of Ere, but the lit- cape for you.
You think you are not as in olden time, and. tines sui
worship,
and
a
chorus
chyjr
to
fead.
To
te
village
on
the
shar
peak,
one-third
of
0£.1883
has
no allusion to the subject save
booty.
ar
very wicked; but it is sin, any traps- stay the alarming drift a
om the to in¢lude the 8in of intemperance
a mile above us, was still in the sunlight,
Two miles from the summit we came
gression of the law of God, and not mere- swnctuary we must, among other “things, those “for, which ¢ confession” is among
to. be
and, with the clear northern sky as a
to Turbia, an old town of sixty or more
We believe that the Church of
ly great wigkedness, which separates us see to it that the people praise God, that made.
back-ground,
its
outlines
were
wonderhouses, with thé ruins of an old tower
from God. You think you shall attend all the people praise him, and so make Christ is called upon ‘not ‘only ta confess
built by Augustus tb commemorate his fully distinct. The cool dampness of the to it sometime ; but beware how you neg- the worship of the Lord’s Day more allur- but to renounce this sin, and in the strength
of grace to overthrow the liquor traffic in
victories over the Alpine tribes, or as sunset hour, one of the unfortunate pecu- glect it any longer; for delays are dan- ing.—Prof. E. P. Thwing.
this land.
We therefore respectfully and
liarities
of
this
climate,
was
experienced
others think, to mark the boundary beearnestly ask all Christians who are likegerous. * «Now is the accepted time; beIt'is not officially announced, but, in re- minded with us to join with the United
tween Italy and Gaul. The Roman part the balance of our way home, but on the bold, now is the day of salvdtion." But,
whole, the scenery was pleasing beyond « boast not thyself of to-morrow, for thou ligious circles, it is well understood, that Presbyterian Church and the National W.
of the tower, known’ by its architecture,
the Sisiwbi to organize a new paper for C.T. U. in dedicating Tuesday, January
is thirty feet high, and the medieval description. There are higher mountains knowest not what a day may bring forth.” the liberal wing of the Orthodox minig- 9th, 1883, as a day of pTA¥er to the God of
part is twice as high, but it was reduced and deeper valleys in both Switzerland Seek ye the Lord while he may be ters is not likely to be pushed forward. Nations, that his—Militant Army
may be
endued with power from on Tigh, that
to its present ruins by order of-Louis and America, but the picturesque combi- found, call ye upon him while he is TheCongregationalist proposes to ogcupy it80 shall
be indeed mighty for the
ling
the field, whether or no, and it is very,
XIV, 250 years ago. On the brow of nation of snow-crystal mountains, bare near.”
doubtful whether a rival religious sheet down of strongholds, and that a PefitecosA ship went sailing

Publisher, to whom Fo Jesters on. business, Tomi

to the mountain side above us, and just number of its readers at home

. NO.
on

this promontory, commanding the coast rugged peaks, hillside foliage, valleys of |

for many miles, the French

government

orange fruit and blossoms, with the clear |

is now constructing extensive fortifications. From this hight, it is a delightful

shining watersof the ‘sea; was a scene

view that Monaco and Monte Carlo presentby the sea, as they lie nearly $Q00

passed.

feet below us.

out acknowledging an jucreased interest
in reading the Star, here in this “distant
land, and expressing the hope that the

"

i)

y

We n neurly down we passed the old

town of#Roccobruna, apparently clinging

whose beauty I never expectto see sur-

1 can

.

|

pS

ak

A

side it. 1t is also a question whether liberal orthodoxy needs any organs beyond

DURBIN AS AN ORATOR.

the Christian

His appearance, voice and manner were

eil

all against him—** frame
small, ¢ face dull,” ‘eye

hardly close this letter with-

t

| could maintain even a feeble existence be-

->rv

slight,” head
inexpressive,”

Herald.

Let me speak ‘with entire

hour,** language plain, style simple, unh 4

thought ingenious
’ |

and

Independent,

which have heretofore been at its service
for defensive or aggessive work.— Boston

discourse conversational for the first half
labored,

Union and the

Let me say this: If'aay man

subtle
v

seriousness.

should

to me that the theology held by the

say

Bap-

tal power, like that of the Woman's Crusade of 1874, may rest upon us all, to the

end that

in the

customs

bythe laws of the land,

of society and

there

shall’ tie

a

turning from the use and sale of “alcoholic

liquors as a drink.

Earnestly hoping for your

:

'¢o-opé

ry

we are yours for the universal relgmi
Christ. Fraxcis E. Winiagn,
President.
National W. C. T. U.; CaRoLiNe
B.
Burn, Mary A. Woovsimee, Eruey, M.

Wiaqsox.
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, 4 bear the ripple of the rill,
1 hear the bird-songs sweet and clear.

I read thy lesson, Nature fair.

Il _

The earth beneath, like Charity, '
Delights to pour ber blessings forth;
J

water lies ;«

Of Happiness, euch bird that flies;
And God’s own blessingfeilds their worth.

;

EN

Life an emblem,

!

ob,

sad the skies be e’er o'ercast,

And earth be hid ‘neath snow and frost.

“They do but fest from toil awhile
“hat sun and fruit may sweeter seem,

And

to the spirit of our dream

Impart their resting after toil.
Behind the clouds 'lidever blue,

.

From oul the snow the flowers spring new,
And wonders new are being

wrought

By hands unreen so fairily, -»pal

*Fill promise finds reality,
And thas are Nature’s

lessons

A

2

eR

Tn

“Tis thas God speaks; we listen oft;
And though the voice be low und soft,
Or thunder in impressive tone,
He tpeaks, and we are taught by Him,
In Nature's leaves, though clear or dim,

pastors,— standing.

still,

come down ; why should the work -cease
whilst
you.

BY CELIA

CONDITIONS TO OHURCH
©.
GROWTH.
BY

THE

REV.

O.

E.

BAKER.

ple ** both to will and to do of His good
pleasure,” is, of course, the great condi-

84
SANFORD.

ily I say unto thee, Except a man be born
he

can

not see

the

kingdom

of

I leave 1, and

come

down to

9.

If

“Ye must be born again.” “Verily, veragain

(rod's good spirit, working in His peo-

Christians

everywhere

believed

these sayings of our Saviour, and acted
accordingly, how long would it be till
the world would be evangelized?

God.” ‘He that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved, but he that betieveth not

>

MR.

shall be damned.”

_

MEREDITH,
BOSTON.

Singularly plain, pointed and emphatic | * DEAR STAR :—Did you ever attend one of
are these statements of oar Saviour. We
Mr. Meredith’s Bible classes ? Yes, I know
could not misconstrue them if we would. Dover is a long way from Boston, but, 1
out of which the spirit has departed, is The doctrine of the New Birth, its necesam told, people come -from so far as
Portland, every week, just to attend this
dead.
Vital piety, inward holiness, is sity to salvation, and the consequences
Hel
the great human, subjective condition to attending. upon its rejection or neglect class.
such growth.
It involves the sweet, are too clearly set forth to admit of doubt ~ A little before three on Saturday afterpure spirit which subdues and Wins, or excuse. Accept of Christ and be saved, noon we rush up the white marble steps
prompts to the life which commends, or reject him and be lost. The doctrine of Tremont Temple, sure that we will
and takes fast hold upon the arm of of salvation only in and ‘through Christ is get a good seat. At the top of the steps
God. But there are conditions more dis- taught throughout the sacred Word ; it is | ‘stands a gentleman distributing leaflets.
untly, human which can not be dispensed incorporated: into our church creeds ; it is We take one and rush up to our favorite
the foundation of the Christian religion ;, side-balcony. Every front seat is full,
with. +
it
is the beginning and _ending oi our and we crowd into the one spare seat in
1. Intelligence in the mémbership is
the second row.
Already the. singing
one of these eonditicns,
It is requisite faith, and yet can: we be said to believe
;
has begun, and we glance at our leaflet
(1) to their own permanency and growth it?

. tion to all healthy church

growth.

The

<hurch is the body of Christ, and he the
spirit and life of the body. The church

in grace.

They may

be good, spiritual,

active, without this, but as a rule, they
will be dictated by emotion, be spasmodic, and subject to be ‘carried about
with every wind of doctrine.”- It is indispensable (2) to their largest usefulmess. Education is a power.
People of
' culture rule, will rule, ought to rule; and
it is the duty of a church to be able to. at-

Does the Christian father believe it?
See him, as he toils early and Inte, year

in and year out, for the temporal'good of
bis children. How untiring is he in his
efforts to provide for their well-being in
this life. He. takes his sons with bim to
the fields or workshop and patiently
teaches them how to work.

He

instructs

them how te accumulate and save.
He
- tract, command, utilize this element.
A gives them line upon line and precept
church below the average people of its ‘upon precept upon the best and most adwicifity }in intelligence and culture is vantageous methods of conducting busiand must be next to powerless. It is ness. He encourages them to make the
simply astonishing to witngss the indif- most of their abilities and to carve out for
ference of many churches to this fact, themselves a noble future in this life; and
in their effort to obtain members and in he feels himself amply repaid for any
~the employment of pastors. No less as- sacrifices he may have made in their betonishing is the neglect of pastors to en- half when he sees them grown to man’s
courage this element in their churches estate, respected and belived, and occupyand congregations, and to identify them- ing“Positions of honor and trust among
selves with the schools and otherT literary their fellowmen ; but he suffers himself
enterprise of their resposiive commun- to become forgetful, the while, of that
iiss

other life, compared with which this is
but a fleeting shadow, or as ‘a dream

’.

. Business enterprise is a needful eleat
No man of observation has fled: when one awakéth.” With all his solicirtude for his children he forgets to place
to mark the power everywhere of “ii
- * business nien.
And ne worthy organiza- and keep before their tender, impressible
tion of any kind ean hi
We whose ‘minds the one all-importsat truth upon
| members are themselves void of this ele- which hangs the destiny of their immorment, or fail to attract and enlist men of tal souls. Ob; did he begin to realize the
this class,
A church whose members depth of meaning contained in the Savjour’s
~ - lack business tact are poor and willing words, would not all worldly interests
to be, are unambitious, slothful, irrespon- sink into insignificance beside the interests of the immortal soul?
~&fible in business, void of taste —holy
Does the fond mother believe it as she
pride—and can not but fail, or, at best,
presses
the soft, warm cheek of her darfollow in-the wake of others, “* wiser in
ling to her own, while her heart swells
their generations.”

3. Religious enterprise is indispenst ble.
Religion needs
nesslike

executed in a busi-

way. Vise

of zeal, gnergy,

Sanctified

guile, craft, is a

needful

condition.
The great apostle used it
upon the Corinthians and without apology.

JAll men

must,

indeed, to be saved be

‘brbtight to the one point—repentance at
“the foot of the cross, but the means. of
bringing them may . be many and varied,

tlefagt into the narrow

can not be too carefully

lected accordingly.

way,

the only

believe it

who gazes

into the eager, up-

Do

ministérs

of the Gospel,

whom

God hath ** set to be watchmen unto the
cburch,—in church finance, in the social, house of Israel,” believe it if they *‘fail to
literary, singing, Sabbath-school and mis-, warn the wicked man of his way, if they
sion departments, and, brought nigh in fail to warn the righteous man that he
these ways, may be saved and added to sin not, nor trust in his own righteousthe church, And no wise, skillful church ness ;” if, instead of coming from their
serviceable

relationship

tod

the

“or pastor will fail to labor in every lawful way

to attract, enlist and

save

the

closets and their knees, with hearts aglow

with

heaven-inspired

love and

earnest-

ness, and lips touched with Isaiah’s fire,
young people of the vicinity,
the
5. Finally, vigorois denominational to their glorious work of proclaiming
sweet
messages
and
invitations
pf
the
ism fs, in the present condition of things,
a lawful and indispensable means to weal Gospel, theyare anxious onlyabout their
church success. Sectism is vile, the bane altitude, the choige of their words and’
of Christendom ; but a church differing the arrangement of their subject in a manesentially from others, in doctrine and ner that shall be pleasing to their hear-

practice, should attach paramount impor-

tance to its own prosperity, and should

announce and maiatain its charadteriotios.

is a tall, well-built, dark-

complexioned, muscular man;

with

a

forehead tull over the eyes, then slightly
retreating. He is almost a homely man,

and wears glasses until the class-work
begins. Then the glasses are put away
and he turns to the audience with the
resumeof the previous lesson. Presently

he beginsto ask questions, and a familiar
round voice gives an answer from the far
balcony.

We

turn

ball begins

recognize

the

ers, and show off their own talents, learn-

ing and culture, and gain for themselves
a much-coveted popularity?

ie might be

*‘ And,” he continues, ‘what

can I say to them? I know they are good
men and I have to acknowledge it. And
yet these young m®n, who need the
church to help,—Who, if they

don’t join

the chutch, will go to ruin,—these young
men hide behind those secret disciples,

Ob, friends, it’s too bad! too bpd!"
“Yes,” to a question as to whether a
man can be a secret disciple, ‘‘ haven't

I just said so?” "A few men, not many,

are strong enough to live good lives as
secret disciples—but it, isnt wise ; it isn’t
best!” Another Saturday the same cry
comes up from his heart: * Ob, I wish
you would read Horace Bushnell’s ser-

men?

a

« Yes,” says Mr. Meredith with a pecul-

SELAH

HIBBARD

In our own land
efforts

are

BARKETS.

of Bibles, missionary

much

needed.

There

. And

so,

before

idence affords us for the work.
tles and

their

associates

most part, compelled

know, we

are

all

thinking as hard as we can over the, les-

by
L

teacher.

wil

.

Aan

i

have so much

todo

in the

they say, ** persons that have gone out te

known persons that ‘brought back a pops-

would rdther give my oh

mittee, and

light of Giod’s regal sacrifice of love has

fallen on men for two thousand years
they ‘should yet abide in darkness, and
not know anything of the lore of giving
one's self in love for the unlovely. . Still.
more damnable is that spirit when it has
80 entered into thé church that self-con-

Marry

I appeal to Christian men

>

servation is the law of their “existenee.
They organize themselves for the joy of
devotion : ; they organize themselves so

To prevent divorce, look

out how you marry.
and then ** stick to it.”

The apos-

were,

for

carefully

that they may draw to themselves what
are called * the intelligent, the cultivat| ed and the refined.” They wish that poor

and women

to travel on

the prerogative of repelling trom his com-

Every daisy in the shadow
Waits till sunshine comes again;
Every birdie in its home-nest
Waits for food, nor waits in vaio.

the

foot.

maunion a Howe, a Leighton, or a Brainerd, whom the Lord of glory will wel
come to his presence.
Transubstantia--

Dearest Baviour,it is written,

ion presents nothing more revolting to
thevdictates of common sense.— Robert

* Be ye patient,” in Thy Word;
Make me patient as the lily,
»
. Or'the daley,-or the bird;
Give me, Lord, Thy tranquil spirit,
Never by a passion stirred. -

the contribu-|

cy then unknown.

Now

one

can

travel

to the ends of the earth in less time than
it took Paul to go from Jerusalem to
Rome.
These are encouragements—such
as should stimulate all to active efforts in
this cause. Though much has been done,
yet much, very much,remains to do.
Sometimes the question
missions
remunerative P

is

asked, Are
Yes. ' They

promote the education and intelligence of
the church? They also relieve the church
of her surplus wealth and faleat which
lie buried.
Missions
are the only theater

upon which can be displayed the power
of Christian faith.” Above all, the enter-

enterprise, which has for its object the
conversion of the world ?

-

Hall.
There is not & Christian betieath the °
scope of God's heaven from whom I am

©
--&
+

THE REV. HIRAM KETTLEWELL.

separated.

.

nomination, formerly of Berlin, Wis.,
passed quiet y from an active life of labor —crossing long bleak prairies in the

depth6f winter, fording turbulent streams

enforcing. these

laws,

to sanction and enforce that wisich the In-

finite condemns, then they
beeome more
blasphemous than Guitéau When he as-

J} «

them:

to reach his appointments and tell the people of Jesus's love and interest in the sal-

what Die
.

Ihe pulse of Christ is commun-

¥

ion; and woe to the church that seeks to
vation’ of mankind—to his final reward. cure the ills of Christ’s church by stopRev. F. P. Augir preached the funeral ser- ping its pulse. I think itis a sin to remon,
He leaves a wife, three daughters, |. fuse Lo commune with any one whois a
three sons and several grandchildren to member of the church of our Lord Jesus
Christ. I should think myself grossly in
mourn their loes.
H.D.P.
fault, if at the foot of these stairs I should
ret pe ean
meet a truly converted child of God, whe
KISS ME G00D-BYE, DEAR,
called
himself a Primitive Methodist, or
That is a phrase heard in the hallway of
‘aik
Gn or a Churchman, or an Indemany a home as the man of the house is
pendet,
au dT should say, **No, sir; you
hurrying away to exchange daily labor
do nc alreo with me en certain points;
for daily bread in the mart

of commerce.

Sometimes it is the wife who says it,sometimes infant lips pratule the caressing
words, holding up a sweet flower face
for the kiss that is its warm sunshine of

1 believe you are a child

I

1

waits a moment

:

——————
ge tg

And

when

reverses

and

disappoint-

ments come to & man who knows his
methods of business have been opposed
to righteousgess, where can he find eom-

fort or support in his calamity P. The
man who can say “I have walked up-

rightly” may have bitter chastening, but
it is a grand solace for him in the day of
trouble to know that he has not made ship |
wreck of a good oonscience.—Bup. Week
ly.

|

He

a
Mothing ‘is intolerable

HR

’

that is neees-

wd

Now, God hath hott, thy trouble
thee by his special Providence, and
with a design to try thee, and’ with purposes

to reward

and

to

crown

thee.

These cords thou canst not break, and,

therefore,
lie thou down gently, and suffer
the hand of God to do what He please.—
Jeremy Taylor.

That sorrow can ne'er set right,

after death,” but the time

present.
ness,

but

should then think the text would bear
very hard on me," These are they who
separate themselves, sensual, not having
the spirit.”—Charles H. Spurgeon.

at the nerve with which he meets business losses or bears business crosses.

/

of God,

will have nothing to do with you.”

day he wonders at the peace in his heart;

J. W. BURGIN.

sumed’ Divine inspiration to do

would tell him that he did not know me;
for
I love them with a& pure heart, fer
vently, and 1 am not separated from

to clasp his treasure and is gone; and all

It is evident that divorce tends to undermine the stability of the family, church
and nation by destroying the furce ‘of a

Atthe Lord's table I always

invite all Christians to come and sit dows
with us. If any man were to tell me that
I am separated from the Episcopalian,
the Presbyterian, or the Methodist, I

Aug.11,1882, at Spencer, Clay County,

life, and the strong man

DIVORCE.

Legh

A
.

they

week that they must rest. Where is your
offering to the poor and needy ? ** Then,”

that God is wrong when he sets the seal

and when our human congresses assume J Make the air vocal with kisses! Many
to doctor the Divine law or our courts to tears hdve been shed over unkissed kisses
render decrees’ contrary to tie
same, or —over those * dear remembered kissés

-

Yet it mightbe
y
That never for thee
The pain of the heart should cease.

lation with: them!” - Pgople

of justice to aid in

x”
ey

;

divorced by any authority of man, unless

kindness, and tender mercy of God.

“Yes,” he says, ‘* There are secret
disciples like Joseph of Arimathea, and
they are grand men and live beautifal

‘thank

on the single Scripture ground of adultery.
Any court, assuming otherwise, assumes

off questioning to talk about the loving-

tears well into our eyes, and. bhandkerchiefs furtively flit about, Or he begins
to tell us about unconscious influende.

cause

and female,

The wite's kiss did it, the baby’s kiss did
son ; criticising other people’s comments ;
it and he realizes that it is not wealth or
Divine
institution.
Whenever
the
sadissenting ; receiving them with pleasant
surprise; while thick veices and thin credness of marriage #8 weakened, the position or luck that makes our happivoices, heavy
and light,
offer new whole pody of human relations, political ness, but the influence we bear within us
thoughts until, at ‘last, Mr. Merédith and ecclesiastical, isin danger ofriin. The from the presence of those we love [g#*~
brings all the answers and the thoughts tendency of divorce is to lead men to look | Kiss me good-bye! Oh, lips ns
together from that one question, and pre- upon the marriage relation as a matter of said it for the last time, would you ever
convenience something to be puton and off ask again in these pleading tones for the
sents them to the class.
Up in the singers’ seats, behind ‘the as convenience may dictate. Marriage has kiss so tardily given ? Would we not respeaker, is a man taking notes. Behind been dragged from its royal throne where member that the relation the flower bears
us are two women commenting on every God gaveit a seat and made to bow at to the universe is as carefully provided
thought.
‘One. Wishing to give her the shrine of base passions. All over our for as that of the brightest star; that the
thought, but without the courage to fair land divorce has been ruining homes, little action of a loving heart goes side by
dissolving nuptial vows, defying the law side with the deed of heroic worth; that
speak out.
love is the dew of life; that the parting
Mr. Meredith-is very abrupt. He nev- and insulting God.
Law is of God, but appliances are of for a day may be the parting of a lifetime?
er hides the man behind the Christian. He
How many go forth in the morning
puts his flat foot on a man who persists in | men. Legislatures were formed to deThat never eome home at night;
one idea, at the same time that he draws vise means to put the Divine law into
And hearts have broken
another out. Anon he softens and leaves terms of Auman expression, and the courts
J
For kind words spoken
And

witha

How many there are who say that they
can not go down and teach in:classes be-

Iowa, Rev. Hiram Kettlewell, a faithful
slips of paper—drafts—by mail, an agen-¢ pioneer minister of the Free Baptist de-

BY THE REV,

we

work

to preach, teach and pray. I call upon
the people of our commonwealths to ag- people would go to other churches where
poor people are previded for. As for
‘What, then, shall be said of other por- itate this question, unveil the hideousness
tionsof the globe, where the. light of of this crime and sin to public view, to themselves, they are united together for
2
sciehice and revelation has for ages been “‘ cry alond, spare not,” until our legisla- | mutual insurance agains} bell-fire; and
they
want
to
have
good
company
by
the
~
hid; where millions are living and dying tures will pot dare to dissolve until they
without
a knowledge of God? This is a shall crystallize educated public opinion way. But as sure as the Lord liveth,
reflection which should sink deep in every’ into an irrepealable law which shall strike ‘such churches will find their policy invalheart that can sympathize with fallen hu-_ | the death’ blow to the "hideous foe. Op- id; and if there is any fire, it will find
manity. Ignorance, of whatever grade, | pose this nuisance in the interests of mor- them out.— Beecher.
is to be deplored; but ignorance of “thé” al decency. Crush it out. Say to it as
Ee an
institutions of the gospel is the most de- Cicero: said to Catiline, ** Avaunt, deCrLose CoMMUNION. —The opinion of the :
plorable kind of ignorance.
‘part, go out; your.very preseuce is exe- two Baptists about W:
yNeanly all denominations of Christians crable!” As ministers and religious | + Reflect on the enormous impropriety of
.are becoming interested in the cause of teachers we should remember that our
demanding a greater uniformity amongst
missions. Missionary stations are being comwission ffom thé Master is ** Go,”
the candidates for admission iato the
established in various parts of the globe, *¢ preach the gospel”, and be very careful
church militant than is requisite for the
the Bible trapslated into different lan- we do not teach the things which are conunion with the charch triumphant—of
guages, books published, and schools es- trary to such"téfichings ot Christ as are as claiming from the faithfal, while encomtablished. Almost every station has its plain as the law of marriage and divorce. passed with darkness anf imperfection,
printing presses at work, doing success- Let the ** Thus saith the Lord” be the fin- more barmony_and correctngsg of sent
[ful business in the dissemination of knowl- aliy-sih conclusion of the whole mat- ment than is necessary to qualify them
‘ridge. In Asia, Africa, and the isles of | ter. age
to sit down with Abraham, [sado apd Jathe sea, without reference to other lands, [*
cob in the Kingdom of God—of pretendconverts to Christianity are multiplying
ing to render a Christian Society more 8aPATIENCE.
by thousands, justifying the bope of the
cred
and more difficult of access than the
BY M, A. SKILLIX.
world's conversion.
abode of the Divine Majesty—and of inEvery lily in the meadow
Great, too, are the facilities which Provvesting every little Baptist teacher with
Waits in patienge for the rain;

darkness—a

one

day's

Yon give us the kiss of peace,

:

many places where the gospel is not
preached, and sinners invited to Christ.

prise of missions is doing a work which

queries some

your

work among those people have been
knowiito get the measles; and I have

are

no other agency on earth can do. Who,
then, will withhold ‘their help from this

symbol of mourning?”
else.”
ot Yes."

—r ld

For though in the quiet-evening

God hath joined together let ‘not man put
asunder.” No man snd woman truly married according to the law of God can be

his

BY

«It was God's sign of disapproval at the
wickedness of the people.”

darkness—black

4

[a

«

afternoon for the study of God's word? married life, undermines every noble feelAnd can you imagine the influence going’ ing and exercise by which peace \shall
out throughout the length and breadth of reign in the home, and strikes a dagger
tke land from that one thought—a Satur- at tie secret of family
power and
home
influence. Strong men
make
day Bible class—of that one-man ?
Joy VETREPONT.
pleas before: our courts against their
a
— a
>: 2
GR
wives which ought to cause a school-boy
to
blush if made against his fellows before
MISSIONS.

himself.

« Jon't

.

God" in your soul that you have S06 One
at home to kiss.
2
Lo

and his injunction was, ‘* What therefore

#* What was the cause of the darkness,
at our Lord's death?” queries Mr. Meredith. * Was it natural? Do we have any
record of such a thing at any other time P “frequently infested by robbers, to convey
their beneficence. Now the costributions
Was it an eclipse?”
ofthe church to the missionary are sent on
““ No. »

“Well, what do you take that darkness to mean P. Come, all speak out!
Give us your thoughts. Sometimes we
get rich things this way.”
One calls out: “It was the seal of God
on the work of redemption showing that
it was finished.”

fa

let those that choose go ®
of his approval on the oneness of - the
twain. Any person who obtains adivorce such places.” Where is the heroism of
from his wife except it to be for adultery, sacrifice in these mincing men of damnaand
marries again, commits adultery ac- tion who take of the bounty of God te
mon—one of ‘the grandest he ever
:
preached
—on unconscious influence, from cording to the interpretation of the holy | make themselves minions of selfis
and
venture
nothing,
risk
no
suffer
‘Then went in also that other disciple.’ ” law as given by Him who taught as
There is no better nothing, do nothing but play on the everDo you get an idea of what this Bible never man taught.
rule
than
that
given
in
1 Cor. 7: 10—11. lasting harp of that base quality in their.
class is’? .Can you imagine all those men
and women assembling every Saturday Divorce lessens every holy restraint of own soul? It is a shame that after the

In the apostles’ day, when

““ Yes.”

male

oe

about

that from the begin-

ning, God made them

tion of copper and silver became ‘large,
they had to detaila special messenger on
foot, through roads and over mountains

* Why? How do we know it wasn’ t an
eclipse P”
¢¢ Because it was the Passover and the

©

old mother whe sits in the chair by the
window—no ‘matterif her cheek is wrinkled, her heart is yousg—and then ge

The reason Christ gave for the law

of marriage was

His face beams as the

forgh:

Wille

|

.

Which shall be. heeded, the law of God
or the opinion of the *¢ higher classes” of

Now the missionary can travel to his
to roll—<I mean as the ques- destined field of labor by steam, and have
answers begin to fly back and his wants supplied in the same manner.

Rev. Dr. Gordon.
tions and

and

« Yes,” again in that receptive attitude
he has taken.
:

parents,

and iufluence, may often be brought into
very

the harmony.
Mr. Meredith

spirit and intelligence of her sons, and is
she content to spend her precious hours

guardians | turned faces bf his pupils as he endeavand teachers,
understand this, and ors to interest them with pleasing anecchurches and pastors ought to no less, dotes and entertaining sketches of Bible
Events are constantly occuring that afford history, but shrinks from pressing upon
‘advantage to .those who are watchful, them the solemn trauth—but yet the truth
prompt, ingenious, as every church and that holds for every one of them the ispastor onghtto be. Persons not Chris- sues of life or death's Ye must be born
tians, men and women of culture, wealth aguinP””
ness men, judicious

the Bible lesson

iar rising inflection, but not ‘committing

st

Politicians and busi-

and

way
ads to happiness and safety ?
or
shé pride herself only upon what
she Is pleased to term the beauty and
gracefulness of her daughters and the

in the effortto show off to the best adTheir types of mind, degrees of 'cultiye, vantage their glowing beauty by lavish
+ relationships, associations, beliefs, preXa- outward adornment, and te foster in their
'| hearts a spirit of pride and worldfiness P
«+ dices, business, &c., must all be tak
Does the teacher in the Sabbath-school
into account, and men and measures se-

and

to find the bymns

printed on it. At three, almost every
seat on the floor and first balcony is full,
and stragglers are begining to appear
on thé'front edges of the upper balcony.
| It is a wonderful thing, this Bible class
of over two thousand people every Saturday afternoon.. Business men continue
in some way to take that hour or two.
indeed, the mass of the class is of the
sterner sex. There js a leader for the
singing and the great organ to round out

untiterably full of motherly love and moon was full,” &ec., &c.
pride P Does she hear the ‘gentle whis-.|
4 Then if it wasn’t a natural darkness
per, ‘ Take this child and bring it ap for §
as a supernatural?”

promptness, skill, * will va
a me,” for Jesus, for glory and for Heavchurch, as it will a man. The failure of en? Is she overwhelmed with the new
many churches and their pastors, seen responsibilities that come to her with her
from this standpoint, is no marvel. Iner- little ones, and does she seek with eartia est vitium is true of a church as of an nest prayer for wisdom to know her duty,
individual.
“Get up and dust” is a and) for grace to perform it? Does she
homely way of saying just what some use every effort to impress the tender
heart with holy truths, and guide the litchurches and their pastors need to do.
4.

:

form a minute, and exclaims: “I's {oo vorced the parties. It was God who
bad! Young men hide bebind them. 1 said, * They shall be one. flesh,” and
go to these young men and ask them to Christ who said, **They are no more
be Christians apd join the church; and, twain, butone flesh,” ‘therefore a than shall
they say to
‘See—so_and so! They leave his father and mother and .clehve |
are good men and they don't belong to the to his wife and’they shall be one flesh.”

church.’ ”

j

na

£46

a7 3882.
.

content

DO WE BELIEVE IT?

And think the reading all our own.

Haan

DECEMBER

—

any other. man,” be commendation infienough, if only a few good souls are true nitely greater? —————
Lectures on astronomy, philosophy,
to the old landmarks, while other denom
inations buy the first church¢lot, in the politica and sciegce in general are well
best place, build the first and best house, "%td very useful in their place, but let the
win the business; enterprising, influen- gospel minister preach Christ, Christ
tisl people, capture the young people, first, Christ last and Christ only; for
and so effectually pre-empt, hold, and «* there is none other name under Heaven,
work the ground,and resp the harvest, of given among men whereby we must be
course. Nearly everyF. Baptist church saved.” Let him make it his life-work to
1 hav ever known to fail has done.so by preach the truth in simplicity and plainness; to seek after the lost and tenderly
neglect of the Jaw of self -preservation.
We have had enough of this. We hear and lovingly-.gnide their feet into the
of a visible and an invisible church, and I way; and after they are in the way to
do not doubt that to-day the invi ible F. watch over one as one who must give
Baptist church, the numbe of!
se. we account. Favored of God is the man who
bave generously: given. to other bodies, is called to this grand, this glorious
ekceeds the whole reported membership work-=let him magnify the name of the
Lord, and like Nehemiah, let him say to
of our denomination, the fruit of a weak
every call of man, however urgent, ‘I
policy and a bad principle.
am doing a great work so that I can not
and

The soft wind comes and goes in breaths,
Swaying the flower bells on the heaths,

oe

a

3
very pleasant to hear it said of a minis- | lives,
and do noble deeds—Bu, :o: it's) | Vine wi iodo said “ thou shalt p do; or
ter’ ‘He, Ton of the first, strongest, | too bad ! It's too bad! It's too bad! It's | they are of a higher type of nteslligence
tives, such church may zealously strive ‘most eloquent and talented ‘men in the ‘too bad they don't come out boldly and and mére is to be expected of them.
In the year 1878, New England courts
for pre-eminen:
It is next to umnpar- church ;” but would not the words, ** He join the church, and tell the world that
dissolved 2,113 marriage relations andjdi-/
they
are
Christians!”
He
paces
the
plat
has
brought
more
souls
to
Christ
than
.donable—the stupidity of many churches

art)
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to

kiss

is the

Kiss your children, man of busi.

before

you

leave

home;

kiss

thé

mother of your children, and that dear

Till religion becomes the desis of our
hearts, it will not becdme the’ business of
our lives.

Most of the beatitudes

which

Infinite Compassion pronounced have the
sorrows of earth for their subject, but the
Joys of heaven for their , Sympletion.~
Hannah More. .

School.

Sunday

Lesson IL----January 1.
Pol

Tetdeon

and the one desirable thing
ence and power of the Holy
hearts of Christian diseiples
them as nothing else can to

THE DESCENDING SPIRIT,
Sn,

A

DAILY READINGS.

ML , The descending Spirit. Acts 2i1-I6.
vin. The Spirit to be poured out. Joo 9:21-32,
i
' ‘WW. The Holy Spirit promised.
oT. The office of the Spirit. Ji
18 ide

Given
to the Gentiles.

§.

The Spirit's power.

Acts 10:3

8. Golding av apostle. Actsll:1—8.

GOLDEN

they

all filled

with the Holy Ghest.—Acts 2: 4.
.Tor108—The wonderful meeting.
__ Filled with the Spirit.
The gift of the tongues.

:

I.

?

Connecting

Link.—At
between

some

the

and the

|

day of Pentecost Peter addressed; the disciples
on the tmportance of choosing some one to

#N the place ih the number ofthe apostles formerly occupied by Judas.

As the

result

-.

they

‘Myself the torch of light,

- For when I hear, “ Come over,”
The Spirit whispers low,
“Those whom the Liord hds olsen,
And:.only those should go.
“But go to that far country

On the fif-

k
GONGREGA: WE

TION,

was waved before the Lord and offered to
him ; at Pentecost two loaves made from
the wheat harvest were offered in. like
maaner. © They were to be leavened.

of the sume

fervor of an eloquent minister

attracts

grown-up daughter;or

there

are

These and some other ceremo-

As for

which was also

en apostles, Magy, the mother of Jesus,
and other pious women, were assembled

praise, religious conver-

say

tisyniof the Holy Spirif, as Jesus had called
it, they were looking ;; his promise was
~ that it should be given ‘‘ not many days

+
»

they

reach

maturity - they will eease lo go at all,
and rushing to the opposite extreme will

inJethe
had

upon them: - For the fulfillment of this
promise they were waiting. For this bap-

hatred), that as "sdon as

spd the Sabbath in rioting, feasting and
unhallowed pleasures.,
'§
|

We question very mach

and the funds are already forth-

for lack of interest, the women of the
church must double their diligence so

that there be no delay in carrying out the
glorious plan of salvation for a fallen
world. * * * The whole world is open
to the gospel. The urgent wail is coming up from all sides, * Why do not the
nations who have the gospel make greater speed in diffusing its blessings among

us ere we go down into a dark

whether the

ty?”

*
|

children, and even the very little ones,
have the disagreeable associations with
church-going which are ascribed to
then.
Probably they enjoy it more
eir
mistaken elders suppose. At [least
that
is the uniform testimony to
optained

eterni-

but concerning woman's: marked

ability

A.

Pd

verse opinions are now held concerning
the miraculous event under consideration.

- These things wo may

was wholly a miracle.

safely believe.

It

was

no

There

whirlwind or eartliquake; there was sim-

ply a sound like the sound of wind rushing around aud through the place. Neither was there actual fire ; only luminous
ces like tongues of flame. Wind
are both used as symbols of diTe
— power and were approprite to the
occasion.

There is no evidence

that the

gift was permanent, nor that it was to
qualify those who received it for preaching tlie Gospel in the different countries

to which they soon west. The Greek language, or some dialect of it,was probably

spoken generally in all . those provinees.

ed up alittle

- Tt is well

in the young. Thorough. schools and, in
time, institutes for higher education, are
indispensable for every mission.
The
first aim should be to train independent

.ing, is of

more value

to the school

than

natives.

the 120,000,000 women of

Prayer would be a very dangerous in-

perity are to be wished,

but the good

things which belong to adversity are to

The

society.

prisoners for life in the Zeoanas, and on-

ly 1 in ‘every 1,200 receives any kind of
ingtruetion.
-—
'AFRICA.——The native Christiahs in
South Africa are doing more for mis.
sions, in proportion to their ability, than
the Christians of this country. ——** Bless
the missionaries, and do not let them

think our hearts are too hard to change,”
was the touching

can girl.

titade, which, in morals, is the most heroic virtue.— Selected.
>

t

. children

converted

is

the

first aim of all true and faithful teaching.

India, 40,000,-

000 trom eight years old and upwards are

be admired, The virtueof prosperity is
temperance, the virtue of adversity, for-

To see

educated

finds an ample field for its work.——Of

The_good things which belong to pros-

Our leading

U. 8. A

i

prayer of a little Afri-

Poor child!

Silversmiths,

the. GorAAM

ago, and

so

careful

has

known

to leave

under... the

standard

So

understaod

that

trade

their

is

mark

is'as fell-known to all purchasers of

this

tions,
N. W_ F{TZGERALD
torneys, Washinzton, D. C.
‘3
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Did not God hear

th

people think
ves sick and doo-

tor Jor kidney or liner troubles, or dyspepsia, while
thetruth were known, the real cause is at the heart.
The renowned Dr. Clendinning, startlingly says
“one-third of my subjects show signs of heart disease.”
The heart weighs about nine ounces, and yet man's
twenty-eight pounds of blood passes through it once
in a minute and a-Ralf, resting not day or night £
Burely this subject should have careful attention.
Dr. Graves a celébrated physician has prepared a
specific
for all heart troubles and kindred disorders.
It is knownas Dr. Geayed Heart Regulator
and can be obtained at your druggists, $L. per bottle,

six bottles for $5 dy expréssi, Send stamp for Dr.
Graves’ thorough and exhaustive treatise,
(0)

Samples free. ‘TAYLOR BROS.
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Education ih Mission Work.

in the work of teaching children there one who i3 well trained, but not thorIn some localities oughly converted.”
"all with one accord in one place,” sudden- can be;no question.
Be not too, hasty in introducing mere
ly there came an unlooked for manifestation her superior usefulness in, Bundky-sehool foutward culture, lest you ruin both the
of divine power. A sound like a mighty work is plainly manifesi. What would’ heathen and those who are converted;
and do not allow them to be led "ast
wind rushing down from above filled the our frontier schools do without her?
After narrating an incident eoncerning throngh the culture fanatics of our times,
whole house, and there appeared in the
from that fandamental mission principle,
air something that looked like tongues of a young lady superintendent in Minnesota, that external matters are to be introduced
flame, and these flame-like tougues sat who married and removed to a new home, only so fur as they are advantageous to
upon each ove of them, men and woinen but found her services instantly in demand gpiritual life. Farther, the habit of reguImmediately they found them- for the superintending of the school near- lar work and honest acquisition, of cleanalike.
liness, of having neat clothing and
salves possessed of a new power, not only est her, the missionary goes on to say: healthy houses, of seeking sucial progfilled with the Holy Spirit's power, but « In‘ one neighborhood a noble woman i8 regs in general, will everywhere come
That expRHienced
alse enabled to speak im other languages seen every Sabbath morning, with two of with: the gospel.
missionary, °
Murray,
which they had never learned in the ordi- her ohildren, on her way to superintend South-sea
writes: *‘ No external oR
meant to
the
Sunday-school
under
her
charge,
mistake
no
was
Thatthere
mary way.
be lasting, must be forced upon a nation.
about it soon became evident, for men of while her husband, from choles, either The people must be, in the first place,
oares for the baby at home or jn pleasant spiritually, morally, snd religiously eo
a dosen different countties, each having
weather carries the child in his arms to far raised as really to feel those wants
heard
they
that
its own language, testified
The wife of a hotel-keep- which create a desire for the comforts
Sunday-school.
tongues.
own
their
in
speak
the disciples
a woman of rare and requirements of civilized life. Inlocality,
When some accused them of being filled er in another
ward and outward
things must go hand
the super- in hand.”
with wine, Peter defended them againat ability, devotion, and grace, is
The
If. worldly science can and ought never
the charge of drankenness, and boldly de- intendent of thé Sunday-school.
to be excluded from the mission schools,
partly
is
presides
she
elared that it was siwply a fulfillment of school over which
yet their prime objeot should never be
what had been foreteld by the prephet composed of Sf@edes and Norwegians. the extension of this knowledge, but that
Un the .inerease, and has ‘of the kingdom of Christ,—not the trainIt is constantly
Joel.
But more wonderful still, than the diver- never been so prosperous as during the "ing for state offices, but for capable
sity of tongues “With which they spake three years which have elapsed since this church members, teachers, and minisB. ters. Further the mission interest, as
was the power of the truth spoken in the good lady took the charge of it.—8.
such, does not reach. For higher educa(hearts of them that heard: The wondér; World.
tion in secular sciences, the natives and
ful power given to these unlearned peotheir government should come to the
ought
If we teach our children as we
front.— Christlied’s Protestant
Foreign
plesne doubt, did much to convince the
hearers that they were under the influence to do, instead of the Sabbath-day being Missions.
of divine power, that the Holy Spirit: the dreariest, dullest, tiresomaest day of
INp1A.—Two English Baptist missionwas really using them to proclaim divine the week to them, it will be the bright aries have been comducting u series of
truth, and greal numbers at once yielded est, happiest day of the whole seven. meetings in Dacoa, in English, for the
The
to its influence and three thousand were What we wantto do is to put religious benefit of the educated natives.
Indian Baptist says, ** English is daily
atan
:
such
in
children
day.
our
one
before
in
truths
ghurch
the
to
added
the growing in importance as one of the vernaculars of India for evangelistic work.”
III. The gift of the tongues. We have tractive form that the Bible will be
believe to most attractive of books to them. Chil- ——The Anglo-Indian Evangelization Soalready indicated what we
of food and ciety has been
nized for the purpose
have taken place on the day of Pentecost. dren want the same kind
of sending ouf“Evangelists' who shall
servit
want
they
only
do,
we
that
trath
perhaps,
said,
be
Not much more needs to
‘preach the gospel in English to Europeso that they can di-

though much has been said, and many di-

|
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terms free,

Solid Silver in this country,

bh" snd they were expecting it at merry looks as they ran to
every’ “meeting. Very likely they often. & ery few children are not- -glad, and do
anxiously turned their eyes towards the not feel honored, when tiken to the ‘church members’; the second higher aim,
that of winning and traising native
heavens into which he went when a cloud ogee of God.— Christian Injélligenser,
teachers.
A missionary wrote me rereceived him out of their sight, longing
cently, ** For the first few years of a misvm Varma,
sion, a thoroughly converted young man,
"“for the appearing of the Comforter whom § * THE RIGHT SORT OF RIGHTS, :
[]
he had promised to sénd and who should
The question pf ** woman's rights” is taken out of the Songrogation, of but imperfect culture, but’
with a
ocidedy
abide with them. As yet he came not.
| not yet settled, land may never be settled ; Christian spirit and % good oe
II. Pilled wiih the Spirit.
Early on
this ¢ Fiftieth Day”, when * they were

ML UTHER PAIRS
i]
!
i iil lise is

Office

C. A. SNOW

have offered their.lives, may go forth to
As a rule the quality of Government Coin has
their. chosen work.
To whofh would
been the standard on which Silversmiths have
Christ have given the news of his resarThe standard of United
rection, had it ‘not been that a woman | based their quality.
loved him too well to. turn back when she States Coin is 900-1000 pure silver to 100-1000
failed to find him in “the sepulchep ? * * * ‘copper or other alloy. Thé standard of Great
If the brethren go back on the cause of Britain is
000
pure’ silver to 75-1
925/1000
their Lord and Master and leave it to fiil | alloy.

than
they
can
the

while little to go th ¢hireh, they will-aequire for it 80 grefiu dislike (not to

sation and exhortation, according to their

also told them that they should receive
power after (hat the Holy Spirit was come

“TooTH, EAR
FEADACHE,

heathen,

correspondent:

we. make; NO

unces 1» twa) clients jn your own
t y, address

coming by which these ambassadors, who

the nursery,

by an irksome confinement. It is urged,
too, that if little children are eompelled

elev-

had

ones*in

their aid,

sermon, and where they willibe wearied

eiples,’ then numbering nbout one hundred

eustom. Jt was an cocasion of great
terest. Jesus had told them to stay in
rusalem until they should receive **
promise of the Father” which they
He
heard from him (John 14: 16).

the little

many parents think it hardly less.
cruel to take them to church where
will be obliged to sit still, where they
understand only a small portion of

were peeuliar

the tenth day after his Ascension, the dis-

for prayer and

JE

«AWhat a sad spectacle is presented by
the rich churches of our land! No wonder the women come forward and proffer

social

ents to the old church, which they vote to

to the

were the

Patent

the

and
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13140
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The perishing to save?
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‘and
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souls are all in earnest

a:2 Fhe treasury.

be old-fashioned and"slow.’

and twenty, among whom

*

but were hindered from want of means in

grown-up son; the artistio perfection of
the music in a certain church pleases a

waved before the Lord and

crucifixion,

*

to go out as missionaries to the

of two lambs of the first y»ar were to be

eur Savior's

*

* The strange apathy that rests on the
church in regard to the claims of earth's
unevangelized millions is still the great

Each was to contain about three and one considerations which weave their spells
oe
half quarts of the finest flour of the new] around the young lady or geutleman ;—
erop. The loaves with a peace-offering and so they cease to go with their par-

On the first Pentecosi after

*.

8.

ther business in the U. 8S. Par
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seated togeth-

group go by themselves to another.! The

to the day.

*

ire

Obtained, and all

er in the pews, and together uniting
in divine worship. That thrisiaight is less obstacle in the way of the speedy spread
common than it used to be or than it of Christ's kingdom in all the earth, It
ought to be, few persons will deny. It is was recently stated in a missionary magnot infrequently the case, thas the young azine that, thirty young men of the Prespeople of a household attend one sanctun- byterian church had off:red themselves
ary, while the older members

priests.

*

:- Whose

over the first Sheaf of -the barley-harvest

nies (see Lev. 23: 18, 19)

a,

And shall we heed the calling,
And send true men and brave,

tieth day afer the Passover the Jows
kept for one day, « joyful feast of thavksgiving. They called it Pentecost, or Fif
tieth Day.
‘The time between the Passover and this day included, in a general
way, the time ot harvest. At the Pass-

given

P)

Help fill the empty coffers,
And work as well as pray. »
*

ng 1
and
i

Patents |
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Yes, if the Fathef wills it;
Bat if I hear aright,
'Tis not that I shail carry

There iis no more beautiful sight than
a congregation assembled ih families,—

ehese Matthias to that place,
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* Yes, me it calls—I listen —
“Come o'er,” I hear eicry.

iF

II. What power will the
give to men to-day?

Notes and Hints.
the ten days

The Jewish'feasts.

BY E. L, POORB.

A voice thats oalling me.

qualifications are of no great value. :
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
b © Rich blessings are often granted to
Christians assembled * in one accord.”
II. The Holy Spirit ‘can liberate any
man's tongue.
III. The Pentecostal power is the need
of the church to-day.
:
"|
TOPICS FOR ¥URTHRR sTupr. er

2

were

is the presSpirit in the
; that will fit
proclaim the

truth of God, and without that all other

'#

Joel 33: 1-10.

TEXT.—And

7

My heart inlined within me
a
As I'hear from o'er the sea,
“fom India’s plains and mountatn i:

The chief thing and the abiding thing

; ap 1

y Are roavialuly Ho

THE OALL FROM INDIA.

its lapguages. 4

Papers.

F.

3

of the earth, and is to be proclaimed in all

——

Yow Qhasvions see Star Quarterly and.

Mas & Han

Missions.’ t

The wonderful gift was used in giving |:
* | praise to God on this occasion and, so far
as we know, no longer; it may have indit
cated that the Gospel is for all the nations
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Alrcom!
mmunications«esigned tor publication

stamps

are

sent

out of

toward God and such& love for

the

good and true among men

spontaneously

21, 1882- | out ‘of an empty heaven to light up a soul-

shomd be addressedto the Editor, and-all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. . H. Con:y
Situtors will please write only on ene side of
Tk
and not roll it Preparatory. to mailnk send full name and
, 1iot
for publication. We cannot return
uscripts unless

Clifford,

Egyptian midnight of his professed atheism: % We have seen the spring sun shine

C. A. BICKFORD, Editor.
CYRUS J ORDAN, Assistant Editor.
Aa

Professor

for

the

weekly: report

of the special canof new canvassers
orted, and some new
subecured.
We will make report for
tnight in our next number.
No
delay, however, occurs in sending the Star to
the néw subscribers.——A good friend writes:
“ The
Star is an excellent paper, and we
should not know how to get slong without it.

to all

mes
:

contained in the register.

An

cient bodies of Christians. Ours is accounted a skeptical age. This fact; ‘has
given tone to preaching. It is to be

feared

in-

acquire a

Huxley,

preached

down rather

we have vivid/and truthful portrayals of

had gone down into the dark catacombs

coast.

church, where the veil had beer. so af:

near thé traditional

place

where

Fadl ‘two years in his own hired
h
and received all that came in
him, preaching the kingdom of Li 2

teaching
those things which concern
Jord Jesus Christ,” *‘no man onidiing

martyr John Mollio,in 1554, had his tongue

dividual conscience and heart; too little
sengers of the true faith, there, in the first
of the # Thou art the man,” “Thy - heart
weeks of new-born Jiberty, was the voice
is not right in the sight of God.” It is of Christ's messengers again raised to prothought te be a foregone conclysion tt claim the glad tidings.”

ing lesson: ¢¢ Many evils that exist in the
church may be explained on the same prin.
ciple, because on the church register it
might be written against so many names: :

the heart of man is wholly set on worldly

Christian activity.”

The Devil may ‘goed and sensual pleasure; hence, we
tempt a bpsy Christian; but an ipactive have gorgeous descriptions of a sogiety
Christian tempts the Devil.”
~
all virtuous, and of heaven all blessed as

is an omission in the Register concerning the
Auburn, Me,, church.

Thirteen should

have

been reported as admitted by baptism during
the year, and ten as admitted by letter. The

' responsibility for this and
sions

some

does not belong to the

Register nor any

one

in

other

omis-

publisher

of the

this

office.——We

give to our readers another letter from Bro.
Stewart this week.
He writes:
‘‘ We are enjoying our visit very much, and are entirely
well.” “J expect to return early in January,

unless
I take a trip to Rome and Naples.”
“If
Ido, Ishall be absent a’ week .or two
lohger.”——We were permitted to attend the
installation of Rev. C. E. Cate in Lowell last

week.

He is at the beginning of what bids fair

to be a useful and happy pastorate over the
Mt. Vernon church.
The presence of several
of the resident pastors of the city, besides those

of our

- own

denomination,

their participation in
particularly significant

ure.

together

the exercises, was a
and gratifying
foai-

The clerk’s report.ef ine installation

will aurea next. week.~——An
es

with

to

know

whether

given to 8 member

inquirer

a letter of

wish-

dismission

of one of our

church-

es, according to the form in the Treatise,
certifieg t! 1at the bearer is ¢‘ substantially in accord with our doctrinal views and denominational polity, or is il ‘simply a certificate of
Christian character?’
In a denominational organization such as ours, in which a sort of
‘semi-independency is recognized in the individual church, & letter of dismission, as appears on the face of it, is given in behalf of the
“church itself, and so primarily implies that the
bearer is substantially in accord with its views
of doctrine and practice, or in other words, by
the usual phraseology, * in good standing.”
It
means that there is nothing in the character of
the bearer, or in his views of Christian doc-

psEnEe

=

“trine, or his bearing towards the reguiations of

ee

the church, that subjects him to formal church
censure, or discipline.
But as the church, in
doctrine and practice, is supposed to be in substantial agreement with the views of the denomination to which it belongs, it is fair to
suppose, in a more general way,that the bearer
of its letter of recommendation is * substantially in accord” with the #ime, and generally it
is so regarded.

¢¢ Tt is real,
uine, spontaneous sympathy,” says a writer of the day, ‘ which
'

alone

can

authorize

any

one

to

approach

the sacred borders of a great sorrow.”
“It would be difficult to estimate how
many people
(especially the intelligent
men

of the

humbler

classes,

who

are

the

not recognizing (poor fools!) the likeness.

Thus King

David

pronounced

Heavenly

Way,—have

been,

on

contrary, goaded® by tactless persons
/
hardness and rebellion. i
L-

the

into

In our judgment of men we need to have
care lest in our heat against a certain
wrong we commit a greater ourselves.
Few. sins are more heinous than jthose
against justice and charity. Men pa not
always ag

guilty

as they

seem.

e may

not be especially gifted with

punishment of sin that in
sinner will openly condemn

the end the
himself with

the bitterest lamentations of his: own egregious

folly.

=A happy new year toall our readers!
has come

so soon—this

close

1882 and this opening of
of our lives are few at the
brief they are we realize
pilgrim,‘only twenty, or
possibly seventy, rarely
spans as this which links
’82 with that of ’83, make
your earthly course.

of

the

It
year

1883! The years
most, and how
new:
Fellow
thirty, or fifty,
more, such brief
the beginning of
up the whole of

How

many have

you

passed? How many more have you any assurance of? What have you done in those
you have known? Nothing worth boasting
of, be assured of that.
Much
to be
ashamed

of, be equally sure of that.

What

is your estate—not of the body, but of the.
soul? What is your confidence, as you

lift your face to look into the morrow?

false

friends,

souls, - are
record, with

@rospects?

selfish

egotists,

ungodly.

you
content
with
yourselves, and with

your
your

Unfortunate, disappointed, be-

trayed, beregved, heart-burdened (mayhap
heart-breaking) ones, have you no sunlike

and divine “hope by

which

you

are

daily

‘“saved”?
It is permitted you
to have
such, if you will.
Faithful toilers, conscientious

stewards,

devout

servants

God and of your fellows, can

of

you mourn,

true possessions, the friends of your souls,

the Land of Promise, the King in his beauty, are ahead.
Press forward! A happy
New Year to all!. May it be indeed new in
all worthy attainments and happy in all the
joys of that eternal life which is hid with

Christin God!
THE OONVERSION

OF SINNERS.

The world is full of reforms—at least,
of t2lk53 of reforms—in politics, in trade,
In all

these,

special reference, if not the only

And thorough-edged intellect to part
Error from crime,”

yet the knowledge
that what appears
crime or sin is often only-error, into which
the doer fell as unwittingly as we are in
danger of falling into unjust and uncharitable judgment of him, may suggest to the
stupidest of us that we had better judge
not that we be not judged.
Rarely, indeed,

faithful

heart-searching

sermon

preached to individual souls.

* be

the queen of Maddgascar over the disputed
territory. France and England also entered

ence, is

made

to

correct

habits.

If a man abstains

conduct

, Signor Gavazzi was

selected

to

inau:

garate the movement,

and so successful

the 8th of March, 1877,

the

one

hundred

which. compact

France

has flagrantly

from

customed use of ardent spirits, no

from what motive or to what end,

its « weak
: wg

and

fatile ef

as
ambassadors.
These
ambassadors
were accredited to the governments of.
France, England, Germany and the United
States. Immediately on their arrival at
Paris they were put under.surveillance, no

Secretary Teller lls attention to four features of savagery which he regards as very serious hinderances to the civilization
of the Indi-

English citizen being allowed to see them.

tary thinks should be discontinued, especially

Pressuré was repeatedly brought

upon them to compel
the above conditiens,

to

an.

Dafices, which are not. social gatherings

for amusement but are ‘ministrative toto the
worst passions of ‘the savage nature, the secre-

‘bear among

tribes supported

They

them to accede to
Threats of military

are

by our

government.

the sunslance, soaip-dance, war-

ceived an ultimatum from the French
government, containing the demands al-

ready

mentioned.

The ambassadors re-

spectfully protested that

they

could

not

This may

which Js assuming greater magnitude as in-

creased

support

from our government renders

it possible fer the Indian to multiply marital
relationships. The secretary could not inter:
[ere with’ existing marriages but would dis-

consent to cede to Franca the right to any Yourage continuance in that

direction, A
ird hinderance is found among a class eal
medicine meni. They are always the anti
laoF

territory in the island: but as to the other
claim, they would seek -to stcdre such a

gressive party. Their contributions to medical science are not invaluable. . They are sim- ’

modification of the native law as will enable foreigners to lease land fora

reason-

ply

‘term of years. When M. Duclerc,
he ‘rench Premier, had read the reply of

conjurors

and

should

be

abandon their impostures.

the ambassadors ta the ultimatum of the
Government, he threw the paper aside,
saying, ‘ Enofigh of this; I wish you good
morning.”
- little later an officer of
the French Foreign Officé called at the
hotel wher the ambassadors were staying
and roughly demanded that their flag be
hauled down from the hotel. The ambas-

Las

the progress of civilization,
stition compel the property

esce, whatever

Fear and superowner to acqui-

his wishes may

utter discouragement

be, and; often

is thus given to

individ

ual ownership. These hinderancés th
.
tary would see removed as they constitute the
chief impediments in the way of! the Indisns
becoming capable of self-support;
»

He
©

We are in duty bound to be watchful of the’
interests of our paper and

reputation.

jealous of its good

‘The Religions Intelligencer we

have thus far found

fraternal and

in no respect

wanting

Christian courtesy,

issue surprises us.

in

But its last

We recently

published

an

article by the Rev. C. D. Dudley which unfortunately has been understood by some to countenance laxity of divorce’ laws,an impreasion

which
The

the writer in no wise intended to give.

following

week, we

published an article

by the Rev. B. Minard, who showed that he
understood Mr. Dudley aright, and who put.

clearly the instructions of our Saviour on- this
topic. Now the Intelligencer conveys to its
.readers the ides that we have zfinted an arti-

tion of Madagascar,

accompanied by corruption and oppression | ‘own columas without a word of credit tothe: Star, Mr. Minard's article’ with ‘the following
in the administration of goverument.
Un| editorial remark: *“ We think the rebuke con-

it must.necessarily be + cle favoring easy

stood that it is in order tor

any

man

or

woman or child, who has serious thoughts

on personal religion, br who has but the
slightest anxiety with respegt to his spiritual state and condition to rise in his place

at any stage of the meeting, and say so.

The prayer meeting should become familiar with such open, frank and free
pressions, on the momentous subject
the soul's welfare, even on the part of
unconverted. There are churches so
accustomed to such things, except in
times of revival so called,

that

should

exof
the
unthe
a

sincere soul thus voluntarily give expression to his thought and feeling, it would

be a surprise, and mest likely be noised
abroad thé next day through

as a novel event.

the parish

assemblies.
We believe all this to be

a possibility.

There should be a revival all the time,

a

steady accession to the praying army,
souls smitten, confessing, “believing, re-

joicing every week in the year.%§This
need not supersede -special revivals of
religion, but may be conducive to them.

tions

NOTES.

stooping tu misrepresentation and lying.

Robert L. Stuart died at his home in New
York, Tuesday, Dec. 12. “He: ‘Was a member of
An-old and reliable firm of sugar-refinérs,
those who have been trained in its schools | “whose 189g and prosperous
career had never
are now themselves teachers and preach- been stained by a dishonest act. The secretaers of righteousness. Thousands have ry of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Mislistened to the truths of the gospel in sions wrote in 1881 of two men who had re-

But, nevertheless, the Free church missionary work is bearing fruit. Some of

their - applications to™ Romanism
and
private life. In addition to other instrumentalities . employed,
a
theological

divorce (1) and

puts into its:

of

our

beloved

and

common

country

which have suffered from the destruétive ravages and the not lees Slaastioue | Wi
8 of
civil war.” Over $30, 000 bags Joe o in
ted during the pohyear, but

the repo!

conclusively that this s comparatively large sum
is altogether

inadequate

to

the great

need

it

seeks ‘to meet.
Statistics ‘are given which
show that there are four millions of adult citi-

the hope and ‘joy of religious

faith.

He

was first established in Pisa, and soon
afterwards removed to Rome. Nine of
its students are now preaching the Gos-

speaks of * the vital

pel.

The average yearly additions to the

er Robert in business,

It was their custot: fo

many years to devote 80 many’ thousands of
dollars yearly to some form of charity whether
their profits had been large or small.’ ‘In 1852

they began-with gifts of $14,000, and when Al-

church in Rome are 24; their average
yearly contributions for the support
of the ordinances, ower $3,600. The

exander died in 1879 the brothérs had given

Free

en for philanthropic,

Italian

church

ha%

now

in

all

five stations. Considering their .numerical strength, ther success in Rome is very
gratifying. They have received
help

m England and the Continent; yet the

hohor of initiating and carrying
grand enterprise
Italian church,

belongs

to

on this
the Free

for various Philanthropie

purposes

$1,391,000..

necessity of

religious and educational

'FRANOEB AND MADAGASOAR.

interested not only because we fear that.
he is tenderer accents of love and “gracious 80: an act of great injustice “is about , to be
licitude. ‘There is a sphere for, the sons

concur

in

this

petition.

This

‘“southern claim” that must be heeded.

P

ical weli-being, philanthropy, religion, all wile vil
in urging it. Will not the present Congress
grant the $10,000,000 needed for the cause of.
education—t6" quate the lamented Peabody—in © _~
“those portions of our beloved and common
country”?

Ex.Rresident Hayes, in his eloquent address

purposed more “than $500,000, making the aggregate benevolent -contributions of these

at the Ie meeting of the American Missionary

two brothers uearly, or quite, $2,000,000.
Dr.
Storrs, of Brooklyn, in.a magnificent discourse

urged

on Than §sgiving day, alluded to the danger to
which the’enormous wealth»f the country was
likely to subject us. Either history is a lie, or

his words of warning deserve a hearing, The
actical question is simply, How shall we espe the dangers that suddenly acquired riches
are almost sure to bring to us individually, and

The whole Christian world is at pres-

this is Set forth in the most significant

as a pation? Mr, Stuart and his brother, of
whom we have spoken above, have shown us
the true answer, The only sure and safe way
to overcome

the

dangers of great wealth—or

‘small wealth for that matter—igiby cultivating
the spirit of benevolence.

We have heard re.

cently of some calls for money,

alls that are"

Association,

in. Cleveland,

Ohio,

the necessity | for national

especially

assistance

to"

the cause of education irr the ‘Southern states.

He thought the ggjored people were particularly deserving of government appropriations,

at the same time cotléeding the needs of the

whité people of the South,

Theres, so

far as

we can see, no question relative to the needs of

both. white and colored citizens, and in the latter case

the government

is certainly under eés-

pecial obligations because of ‘the great wrong
of slavery.

Congress, at the present session,

should make an appropriation that shall be adequate to the great and prossieg needs of
southern education,
: Na

—mm——

French citizens have

the

right

to

make

other day, Mr. Haskell present- |
is suggested "that this subject be made by pased a memorial from. the “ non-Mormon people

| land leases of ninety-nine years.
tors the topic of discourse on the first Sabbath
As to of Utah,” The memorialists
and expressive terms—being born again
THE TREE ITALIAN OHURCH,
declare that the Ain, January,
~men which is foolishness with God, and |
1883, or as soon thereafter as may
the first claim, it seems to have no basis present government in Utah is
~renewed by the Holy Spirit—becoming
not republican,
The Free Italian church is of Walden- in justice. In 1840, it is stated, a certain
“turning from the Bread of Life prefers to
be convenient.
a new creature and the like.
that the Edmunds bill will fail in effecting
sian extraction. It game into existence revolted chief of the island ceded to and
‘break his teeth against a stone. What a
the desirable reforms; they therefore ask for a
.
This
result
as
an
end
is
obviously
the
|
in 1870, when twenty-three Waldensian France the territory in question. This ap~ territorial , council,
hymn of despair is the following utterance
to _be appointed by the
Here is a fact worth quoting: The Coffee
of his: “ We are living on the perfume of mission of the church, The Christian churches declared themselves independent| pears to be the sole ground for such an act President and clothed with legislative powers. |
Coufity (Ga,) Gazette says: * Coffee Counchurch
is
not
a
mere
temperance.
associa‘an empty vase. Our children will have to
of the organization, and assumed a sepa- of aggression. But even if true, what does: The memorial’ thus vigorously proceeds: ty has no? prisoners in her Juils, has had
live in the shadow of a shadow.
Their tion, a moral reform society, much less a rate denominational existence. It was the transaction signify in view of subse- “The Mormon people regard the past efforts of no,sheriff sale in six months that we know of,
children, I fear, will. have to subsist on literary club. It contemplates secuting
e 20th of September of that same quent transactions? In 1868, France and the National Government us weak and futile, fis no bar-rooms or. loafers within her borand as indicating that the Nation is not fn ear- |
such
a
change
of
character
in
men
and
re, and 1s at peace with the world general
something less.” This is only surpassed
yefr, happy coincidence, that the gates of Madagascar coneluded a treaty in which no nest in its
avowed imtention of suppressing J ly.” ‘The most of the * bar-barlsm” in this
in awful sddness by the exclamation of the women as will tesult in right affections Rome were opened to the Gospel. It had. reference is made to this pretended earlier poiygumy
|
and
3
priestly demination’in civil af- country is caused by the ‘“:bar-room”!
4
:
:
9
|
2A
J
.
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zens and two millions of voters, one-fifth of
cently died;
They and Mr. R. L. Stuart, still
the electirs, who ean not write their names!
living, have
been the largest donors. to the
- The report concludes with a: petition to Con- .
cause ofibe
ip our chureh. Their. yifts.
-gress which

A lay, debply impressed with the ‘ator:
imperative and #lmost frantic go great is the
said to be a reformed man. And so with
of thunder, as well as for the sons of oon- committed by France, ‘but also because stress thay causes them to fio
voice; now, tance of the subject, has, at his own expense,
the rest. Now all this is good, excellent,
Christian
civilization is in danger of being have we'not some well to do mqn who will re- sent to nearly 8,000 ministers of
solation, though the converts, of the latvarious deThe Scriptures so far from ignoring exter are,to say the least,sure to be none the checked in its onward march through the spond to these appeals af once, and thereby nominations throughout the country,a pamternal acts of goodness, upright conduct
phiet copy of the;Rev. Willizm Scribuer’s book
island.
:
save themselves from great ami impending
has one erring mortal the clear right to and right treatment of each other by men, less true, sincere and reliable,
entitled, “Pray for the Holy Spirit.” We
It is evident that the present attitude of danger?
While,
then,
accepting
these:
gracious,
visit unmitigated censure upon another.
warmly approve of them all. But they
have received by mail from the publishers, A.
rance toward this people is the- fruit of
‘As to culpability in morals, it requires
D. Randolph & Co., of New York, # copy ef
mean, {by the conversion of men which outpouringsiof the pit as a ‘necessary the same spirit of aggression which has
The
Mormon
dovstion
is
coming
Jp in Con this truly spiritual, able and stimulating
of God for saving
omniscience to judge infallibly righteous they urge, something
work,
more, something element in the economy
recently manifested itself toward Tunis, gress in various ways, The House Committee
judgment. We, may sometimes * hit it,” more radical, something more compre- souls, let there be sought a continuous
on Elections are considering the petition of and take pleasure in calling to it the attention
Congo
and
Tonquin,
Frande
is
seeking
to
but who Epows ‘When?
of ministers especially.
It is divided into two
owers, that shall
hensive, permanent, and. effective. They ‘descent of gontieg
John T. Caine, of Utah, who claims that he
establish a protectorate over the westeyn
parts:
(1)
Why
Christians
should earnestly
nourish
into
spiritual
life
more
pliant
was
elected
to fill the vacancy caused by the
contemplate change of character, new
and northwestern coasts of the island, from’ b
and (2)
M. Renan, the brilliant French author motives, new purposes, new affections, souls, and give to the church every-day Cape Ambro to the port of Mojawga. She action of the House in excluding both Cannon, seek this priceless gift for themselves;
the polygamist, and his opponent, Mr. Camp- | The: duty of seeking the Holy Sore for the
and infidel, in his youth was gladdened by
fruitage.
\
also demands that, contrary to native Jaw,
new. relations both to God and men. All
Church of Christ and for this fallen world, It*
bell. . And the

' grew wise, however, with that wisdom of

-

have amounted to thousands of dollars ea
sthool has been established in Rome. many years.” One of thege men was A lexan: national aid for theveducation- of the colored
This has been in existence since 1873. It der Stuart, who was associated with his both- population of the southern states.” We most,
heartily

It oughtto be the rule Italy about thirty-six churches and thirty-

rather than the exception, in opr religious

Et eh

ed priests coax and promise and threaten,

ant interested in the dispute going on between France and Madagascar. We are

matter

ove

ican; and on its entrance doors is this in-

needed to reach a class of souls which
stand unaffected by the gentler,sweeter or

his ac-

their slgeves
forts.”ger a

broken. ‘Perhaps the spirit of Franch is
best shown by her treatmenttof the Malag-

scription,‘ Chiesa Libera Italiana,” which
stares every procession of deluded votaries

These sweeping and almost irresistible
refer‘tides of religious interest and feeling are
and

“mous marriages, for the reason that they re-

result in slight conviction or. at least in
der such circumstances the native popula. veyed by Mr. Minard’s article
is not only. timeseriqus thought. That needs to be fol- which returns from the Pope's palace
tion could hardly fail to attribute tjgis mis- ly ‘but deserved.”
across
thegbridge
of
S.
Angelo,
full
in
the
It thus gives its readers to Er
lowed up by a succession of. sermons in
They
understand (1) that Mr. Dadley advocatedsloose
face. The opposition to this work took fortune to the Christian Teligiof’
the same lind, by which i impressions may
always fail td”distingaikh between’the pure "divorce, as he certainly did not, (2) that the
shape
in
the
establishment
of
foug,papal
be deepened, a sense of personal guilt be
principles of Christ's gospel and the wick. Star has been publishing an argument for
schools in the immediate vicinity apd in
made more-and more deeply felt, till a
loose divorce, which. it has
pot, (3) that Mr.
edness Of its professors.
There is another
partially successful attempts to force the
Minard © “rebuked”
Mr.
Dudley, which
desire and hope of relief" are awakened,
danger, namely, the opening of such a
parents to withdraw their children from large territory to French skepticism” and he did mot, (4) that
Mr. Minard's
and so the soul ory out, ‘‘ What must I
the Protestant and send them to the Papal French Catholicism. It is not at all. pro- article * was written for the Intelligendo to-be saxed, 2
s¢iivois. And inasmuch as the population bable that aggression .will help ‘oh the cer in replys to Mr. Dudley, when the fact is
‘Besides, this spirit of anxiety and Is almost wholly Catholic, the tyranuoy -of
that the articleewas written for the Star and
progress of Christianity and of knowledge |
labor for souls should be especially man- Rome succeeded in reducing the attendwus first. published by us. Will the Intelliin Madagascar.
It is to be hoped that yencer do us the justice to explain matters to
ifest in social, prayer, and conference ance of the week school from two hundred
England and’ Germany will earnestly pro- its readers?
:
“
4
.
meetings, These meetings are wont to
to one hundred,and shrinking the Sunday- ‘test againstthe enforcement of anything
be too restricted, both as to the topics
The annual report of the agent of the * Pes
schoolto sixty. Threats, bribes in the ‘more than just claims against this 1skand.
dy Education Fund,” Dr. J. L. M., Curry,
discussed and the persons engaged in
shape of money, garments, offers of em- Meanwhile the: Church will witch with] had\been
published. The southern states,as
them. The general impression seems to ployment, &c., are freely used. “Where solicitude the progress of events
in that shown by the votes of ‘thanks of their
legislabe thit they are mainly, if not only, in- these prove insufficient,
land
where
the
gospel
"has ‘won some. of tures, appreciate the generosity of the man
excommunica| fen ded for the activity and improvement
ee”
who
devoted
tions are hurled at the offender's head. its most signal SHiemphs, > nh
a part of
his wealth
fo
of professed Christians, and we are apt to Going from house to houseithe hard-heartthe cause .of education
in * (those ‘por-

That the Judge of all the earth will do expect that about the same set df individright?«, Undoubtedly he
will, bat in uals will engage actively in the service.
doing so will he be your’ accuser or ‘They should be more open and free.
your Saviour?
Unkind parents,nngrate-- Pains should be taken to have it underful children, unnatural brothers and sisters,

_
—

fairs In Utah. The Jaws slreudy enacted have ;
served only as a gentle irritant; have consolj.
dated the
e, strengthened the controf of

Moreover, the French government

and twenty rooms and halls of that grand sadors naturally took the hint and hastily
against himself (2.Sam. 12: 5): “As the gence and worldly pleasure as to have building which stands in the Piazza 8. departed for London, where they are at
no
serious
moments,
and
no
self-accusing
Lord liveth, the man that
Rath done this
Go tothe man all absorbed in Angelo, were thrown open to the pub- ‘present seeking English intervention.
thing shall” surely die!”
the sharp thoughts.
It is hardly possible that any thing can
stands on historic
worldly
pursuit,
or to the. youth swept lie. The building
stern voice of the prophet crie:
be
brought to light which will justify a
ground.
‘*
Thergf
qn the 21st of July,
on in what may seem to be an unbroken
ldrge and so-called Christian nation in en1555,Pope
A
burned
that
martyr
of
tide of gayety and pleasure, and they will
io Algeri ; there, on the 3d croaching upon the rights ofa defenseless
tell you so. Itcan not be that God has Christ,Pom
“Therefore, thou art inexcusable, O
people. But the chief reason Why we care
left himself without a witness to the truth of October, 1557, Pope Pius IV. burned to discuss the movements of France in so
whosoever thou art that judgest:
the
martyr
Pietro
Carnesecchi;
there,
on
| of his word, and to the realities of eterniwherein thou judgest, Stother; thou cl
distant & part of the world, is to point out
Pius V. burned
ty, especially in the case of our youth, the 3d of Jhly, 1560, Pope
the great danger which they threaten to
doest the. oo
things.”n' * Unwits
who are brought up in Christian families, the martyr Paleario.” How literally the Christian missionary work.
During ,the
however, . af present;
without thoght,
and trained in our Sabbath schools. They prophecy has been fulfilled that ** the peo- last twenty years Madagascar has made
out of the mouth of the wicked
fhem- are, on (he other hand, largely suscepti- : ple which sat in darkness saw great light; great progress in civilization.
The Chrisselves often proceed 'the words
that ble of conversion, could that be the legd- and to them which sat in the region and tian religion is slowly but sarely uprooting
express the sentence under which they
shadow of death light is sprung up.” This .the native faith. Should French usurpaing object of the church and the pulpit.
fall; but it is a part of the unspeakable
It is not sufficient that now and then a building stands directly opposite the Vat- tion force a protectorate over a large por-

in social and domestic life.

“ The intuitive decision of a bright

spiritual state, or so lost in sensual indul-

judgment

principal victims of these tormenters),— ‘concerning yourselves, over the departed
year? It contains nothing that is worth
men who would have suffered themselves
to be led with child-like submissioh by any your regret. So only you have been faith_ wise and loving hand, even through the ful, no matter what has chanced to you..
wicket-gate of Prayer and. Repentance, to- Forget the things that are behind. Your
the

>

Ee. 5 on that

gard the Church superior to the Government» =
por
Tent asunder, thejyouthful bres
These utterances are in accord with our previ.
| into a solemn covenant not to make any ously expressed sentiments. The general
te
pressed.” With
gov.
‘month
tiie emancipation ‘of the ay, important movements ‘in ‘respect to Malag- erpment must show itself to be terribly in earwill continue to laugh in *
a hall was opened to. public, worship. ji| It asy affairs without consulting each other, ‘nest, or the ove

was he that he drew crofrded houses
Withiga fow months.
I would like to'see an article in it on the sub‘the abode of the pure in heart, instead, of twice each week.
ject—Can a man indulge in the use of tobacco
that peace of soul, and individual joy three preaching stations willpin.. the city
‘Set a thief to catch a thief.
¢ Experiand yet be a Christian?”
We are reminded of
ence,” said Frederick W.Robertson, * tells known to those who believe in Jesus,— were opened. Secular. Sunday-schools
Mr. Moody’s sufficient reply to such a question;
.us
that each man most keenly and unerry
known, too, even this side of heaven ang | | Wein .opened, in addition to the preaching
“Yes, a filthy Christian "——Read the resoluingly detects in others ‘he vice with which in the very midst of a wicked and per- services. Of course, opposition was entions, under ¢‘ Correspondence,” passed by the
countered.
The pope and his minions
he is most familiar himself.”
So far as
BowdoinQ. M. touching the Boston ‘church,
verse generation.
were
the
sworn
foes of ‘this missionary:
and sent us by Pres. Cheney.
We ‘have said -this is true, into what fearfal self-condemBut we exaggerate. ‘It isn’t true that
our say touching this great question, ‘great in
nations are men led who condemn others,
movement to let the light into this dark
men
in
the
midst
of
gospel
light
and
its importance to us as a Christian people, ‘Seeing themselves in a glass,and not liking’
stronghold of iniquity. The missionaries
which must be answered during. the, coming the looks of the image, they spit upon if, privileges are so indifferent as' to be
wholly and always satisfied with their were driven from hole to hole until, on

week; we have done what we could, and perhaps more than we ought; no one can hereafter complain that the citadel was lost through
‘lack of the watchman’s warning cry.——There

fy

i.

dance; efc., at which recitals’ ‘of dark and’
the vices of the world at large and the .pierced with a red hot iron for loyally de‘bloody deeds are listened to approvingly,
the
claring
his
love
for
Christ,
“Strange,
that
occupation
were
freely
used
to
extort
consadly ruined condition of mankind, rather
youthful
mind
demoralized
and
educated
to
than tender and faithful appeals to the in- in that very building where popery had cessions. At last, after eight weeks of lawlessness. Another hinderance is polygamy
done its darkest deeds to silence the mes- useless negotiations the ambassadors re-

visitor above mentioned drew the follow-

‘No

ame

treaty, or to any French

than Christ preached up. A universal him.” This hall forms a part of the | very
and inveterate personal indifference tod same building in which the Inquisition was
the subject of religion js assumed. Hence set up. It was in this building that “the

structive fact, surely. The old Jewish
custom was a good one, which required

that every young person should

that

and the rest are

trade. ‘Satan is- always finding mischief
for idle hands. "One of the greatest curses of this or any land is the tradeless, inpoint usually reached the following Monday
on the one
night. Several things are omitted from this |. dolent class—of aristocrats
issue that should have been in, and among | hand, and of vagabonds on the other. The

them

necessarily

’

been centuries since the Churchof Chrisf

GE

of Rome to die. or a fugitive had fed ‘to has for many years paid custom duties to
over their, dui and
mountain fastness es.
:
he | the Malagasy government at all ‘these the Mormon
ports, thus recognizing the so ereignty of © failed to diminish the celebration of polyga.
Into this Holy of Holies of the Cathd

largest and what should be the most effi- |.

A visitor ata’ state-prison was looking
over the list of names in the prison register dnd noticed that under the head of
¢ Occupation,” "the.‘Wwords, ‘ No trade”
were written against nine-tenths of the

© need at least a week in which to decide
son hy we can use contributions of any length.
‘We have a large corps of paid editorial re special
contributors and aot pay for articles contributed by others unless an understandingis hadto that
effect before publication.
ro
This numberof the. Star closesits filiy-seventh

will ‘lead

sincere and upright condutt, and serve
less earth ; we have felt with utter loneli- withal as a preparation for the Kingdom
ness that the Gireat' Companion is dead!”
of HeaVen.,
What-afearful nightmare and lie is this
Now that this legitimate. and characterinto which men dwsift and die as do they | istic work of‘she Christian chyrdh |Js not
are *‘ slain in the midst of the seas!”
being largely.done, is apparent, in the
A
fi
few conversions to Christ, even in our

that pur-

volume.——We have been rather hard pressed
during the last week, and on account of Cbristmas were obliged to reach by Saturday night the

and

as

what is

Tike

vd

The Bloruing Star.

‘lamented
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v
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Another Georgia PapeRsRTY: “ Our farmers

west of the Arkansas

-are opening their eyes t6%he fact thag intensive
farming is the opposite of extensive farming.
Less Jand and more work—fewer acres and a
* greater supply of, fertilizers, nnot so much
10h carecs

‘THE MORNING. BTAR, DECEMBER. 27, 1882.

Sloe

lly secured to the Home Mission Society

River. The ‘prevailing

;

have’ by a lien

We

one clinfch, the West
northwest corner, organized less thafi'a year
ago by Elder Otis, under whose pastorsl#ca
the church has® grown steadily in numbers:

notify

of

ceive pledges, and
graph or mail, to

churches. Brethren from Winfield in Science:
Valley and from Bethsaida church have come

to bring

this

ed from some of the churches,

but careful

pastors,

The Semi-Centennial, .

while four

The beginning of our Foreign Mission work
of grateful remembrance. It will be
onthe
of next January since
"fifty ye
sthe F, Mission Society was organized. It is

four of these have

than our

Eld.

Hence

tion—of the pocRet-book.

brethren

those who

have done most for India have been the best
thelpers in our churches at home. They have

7

4

«5

“They

Ft. Scott, or more properly

chilfrdhes being some 40

in Mo.

quartérage

tol, send them.
Will

by.

we do our duty, Bro. Steele will, have the
funds in hand soon after the first day of Feb.
to send out three new workers to the mission,

portion of it being wholly
denomination.

disappoint us.

not

Sf

bor there, and our

there

is

a

brethren.by

faithful

labor

will

A systematic effort will yield results.

There

readily gecuted at outlying points.

Who

correspond with Dea. B. M, Ward,

Bourhol

gos Kan.,

Every one in the church and out of itsshould be

- «Elder-Jas. Keyes ig here from Mich. on a vis-

asked

it to his brother Eid, Sam’l Keyes.

to give.

‘can help.

The

Sunday-school

scholars

Every one will help in such s cause.

Lome.

gratifying
results.
(week) six or eight

;
Although

excellent discourse from his lips.

can be taken in every congregation, especially
io those which have not been canvassed. The

City (Ill) Q. M.,

pastors must see te this or it will not be done.

west of Chanute,

Personak-solicitations and public collections

build up a church home.

Rev. J. EK. Baylis,

again under
‘Sabbagh,

"will send THREE MISSIONARIES to India forth-

isnow

the

and

buplized

taken

Tei

Ricks;

held
. with

and

one

united

with

the

Prairié

Yorky

The Rev. I. B. Coleman

expects. to,

' - member the great,

the pressing need

mission in’ India.

of the

. Gio. H. BALL.

Our Western Paper.
.’, A few words concerning our Western paper
seem necessary,

We

give them ‘through the

meeting in progresy

together

interests of the

the

cess inthis enterprise fs admitted by all. Wecan

Box 333, Newton,

efféctiv@Wprk beside them without it. © They

Kansas,

‘' Where

are establishing others farther west. The Free
KEng-

Hitching my

land.

°

ie

and

fund

for-working

capital

or to:

the

With

the Lord’s Supper was

other services, had

the

in charge largely withou®

pay.

The

field and

laid out, &o, &c.
(5) We must have an increase of subscribers if we live.
No one ex-

without

be

500, but the

first

. number will enable those having its interests in charge to make
year to come,
When
are more thun 1,000
many ministers who
we think how easily

arrangements

we remember
churches and
have not taken
it could be put

has baggly lifed, and yet gives her five cents

wedk foln issions.

danger. Two thousand subscribers might be
had in 20 days, if our pastors would set the
Jacts before the people as they are.
Then we blush to think how little excuses
hinder in a work, the importance of which it
“is hard to overestimate.
We have laid the
facts before you, brethren, The results are |
not ours, Please bear in mindjreaders, one
--and all, that this is not a plea.
We have no

suchgto make.

We are only giving the facts.-

Kansas Letter.»
HAMMOND, Kas., Deo. 12.

, Having spent a month in the southeastern

part of Kansas I will invite your

take a brief survey of the field.

readers to

‘We will begin

With Sumner Co., which borders upon the In«dian Ter., or Nation. as we say here,—and lies

to step

forth us a

in this dark hour.
deep and fervent

And yet when the cry was
God heard and raised up

our Samuels for us in the past.

Lincoln, Grant

and Garfield were not withheld.

unanimously

y

adopted.

°

our Home Mission Board in making an appeal

England for the sum of

ten thousand dollars to aid in the accomplishment of the above named’ object, upon condition that. fiteen thousand
dollars be raised
ten thousand

dollars to be leJ

Et

ference, a

dent;

Woman’s

Vice

Q.

M.

Mission

Society

Sister MaythaV.- Brown,

Presidents,

Mrs.

Emma

was

Presi.

Weatherby,

Mrs. Mary Ef Cole, Mrs. Delia C. Tooly, and Miss
—= Flint, of the several churches; Miss Eva Har.
ris, Secretary and Treasurer; aud Mrs. L. H. Lansing General Agent. The session was well attegded throughout, with an increased interest till
its close.

It was pronounced

to be one of the best

for years. Preaching
by Rev’s
Coleman. Brother Joy remain:
whemgfive arose for prayers,

‘0

Jacobs Oil.

neuralgia

W.Joy and I. B.
onday evening

The clerk was made committee to locate the next
session.
1. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

Rev. D. A. Tucker was chosen to preach the opening sermon at the next session:—Subject—Rela-

‘tion of the Emotional to thé Intellectual in Religion.
- Next session with the Union church, commencing on Friday, Feb, 23, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
E. C. WILLIAMS, Clerk.
‘

Prairie City (Ill.)—Held
with
the Cottonwood church, Nov. 24, 25.
We had a good session.
The social meeting en Saturday afternoon was ot
cellent; all whio were present spoke of the goodness of the Lord to them.
Bro. Samuel Barrett,
of the North Fandon church, received license to
preach the gospel for one year.
We were favored
with preaching by Bro’s 8S. T. Dodge, Christian,
Haines, and Weed.
Collection on the Sabbath for
Foreign Missions.
Next session with the Prairie church, Friday before the first Sunday in February.
.
P. CHRISTIAN, Clerk.

the churches in the Harmony Q. M.
The aged
Father Higgins is pastor of the Washington F.
' B. church, and is also supplying several other
churches in that Q. M., apd is doing much
sess Rev. J. A.
good in his Master’s viney,

Sutton labored

in a protracted “effort with

the

Broadway church for.a short, period of time
diving the month of November. The church
was considerably revived and three persons
professed conversion...:The esteemed friend

and faithful

Christian

worker, Father H. P.

Gofl, is prostrated with the *Bright’s Disease.,”- Hopés are entertained for hid recovery.
“wss.Since the removal of Bro. A. H. Whitaker

in a protracted effort with

the Union

Thus far some five have identified’

«++ «Bro. Zell of Springfield still ‘tantigues to

break the bread of life to the church
gt La Rue
«+«+There is some prospect for the organizing
of a Freewill Baptist Society and the erecting
of a church at Owens, a small but enterprising

village on the C. H. & 8. R. R. some four miles

‘south of Marion, The interest at Big Island is
‘being held and ‘some advance has been made
during

the year just closing.

Let us all work

for God more faithfully in the coming year
than ever before.’
)

WFEN

I

.

A

|

Sebec (Me.)—~Held with

the Bradford

church,

‘ Dec. 15-17.
The trgveling was bad, the delegation small, only part of our churches represented.
Bro. Bean, messengér from the Kxeter
Q. M., was

with us. All the meetings of the session were interesting.
THs sproaching was’ plain, practical
an

inted.

irring

thoughts were presented
ro. Wade and others.

in

the mission meeting by
No request for the next session : any church deeiring tne
March term to ¢onvgne with if, please
notify the clerk as soon as convenient.
:
B. S. GERRY, Clerk.
~

“Harmony

(0.)=Convened

with

the East Lib-

Ford+E

son—S

H

Druggists.

Moxley—J

oncea

year,

:

Explicit

directions

with the Diamond Dyes. ®* For
Grasses, Eggs, Ivory, Hair, &c.
.The toy * jumping

3

-

T

‘colorless

state acd

given

Mosses,

how freely

used.

,

Anthony Trollope
same day, Dec. 6.

and Louie
i

Blanc

ing in

the bowels and

wind colic.

éalth to the child it rests the mother.
QUERU’S

giving

25

52t21
COD

LIVER

OIL

Cod

and

nutritious
a

form

single

in

which

teaspoonful

298 Pearl St.,

all druggists, and. E,

New York.

B.

of

advertisement .ot
in this

issue.

In

late years the quality of farm lands in many of the
Eastern and Central States has undergone such
rapid ‘deterioration, and timber has becbme so
BCA!
that many farmers have been obliged to
sever
associations and seek’ new homes on the
frontier.

disadvantage

of

remoteness

from

the market 18 one of the greatest they have to encbunter in the extreme West, where land is rich
and cheap. No such difficulty exists in Michigan,
while every inducement of cheapness,

easy

G

Mosh-.
D

Starbird—
strickland

L White—S

D

Whit-

No

N Y

(2)
Co

Guilford

Rev M A Quimby Gilmanton
Rey. J Runnells Tamworth

IW NH
IW N H

¥' Sherritt Geneva Ph

Ne

E Andover N H

C B Hart Lincoln NY
F A Palmer No Boothbay Me
Rey W Russell Chester gross

terms

Roads

Geauga

Co O
O 8 Brown Millport Chemung Co N Y
EXPRESS.

RevJ J Hall Auburn Me

,

C E Root & Co Hillsdale Mich

Sn

of

.

Blarricd,

re

Brockway-Jenness—In L

don Center, Vt.,

Dee. 16,by the Rev. E. Owen, Mr. Alvah W. Brockwap and Miss Sarah A. Jenness, both of Lyndon.

f

Died.
:.

8

i Darling—In Lyndon, Vt., Dec.
B. Darling; aged 62 years.

9, Mrs.

Benj.

APOSITIVE CURE ONLY TWO BOTTLES.
Johnston,

ELY’S

CREAN

B ALY

FOR

CATARRH

wholesale

Holloway
drug,

ists

&
or

Co.,

Phila-

delphia, Fopert that some time
) ago a gentleman handed, them
a dollar with a request to send
a good catarrh cure to two army officers in Arizona.
Re.
cently the same gentleman told
them that both officers

and the

wife of John C. Freemont, Gov.
| of Arizona,

had been

cured

of

Catarrh by the two bottles of
Ely’s Cream Balm.
REAM BALM will by absorp-

There is no section of the country where desira

Mich.,

Marble—N

Mathews—E

Lo

tion, effectually
cleanse
the
nasal
passages
of
catarrhal
virus, causing healthy secre-

ble farming
lands can be had on easier ‘term
than in the lumber region of Michigan.
That this
Lansing,

H

Morse—J

8t Lawrence

v9

0. M. Barnes,

W

. Elbridge McKindsley No
Daniel Smith'W Parishville
.
NY
‘

TRUEX,

is a fact will be seen from the

Mudgett—R

Morrill—J

Oneonta

Rogers

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by

Leopnard—

Rev D LL Rice Pierpont
Rev J C Steele No
Parnfa Monroe Co
N.Y
"2 Rev GL Henderson
Afexander Buncomb

e

’

Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

secured to the patient by

F

(4)

JELLY"

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and Jubercular
Songlplions scrofula and general debility. The
.most mild, bland,

Jackson—H

Co

the

Price

H

Piscatquis
oo.

Floreston
no matter

cents a bottle.

Gerrish—F

J W Parmel Fort Blackamore Scott Co Va
Rev B F McKenney Box 507 Ra
Wi
Rev 8 F Smith Fairbury Neb
‘Geo R Holt Jackson Mich
. EK Hodge Cortland DeKaib
¢0 I11

a

By

J

Rev J G Munsey

Dr. Kline's Great Nerve Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases. All fits stopped
free. Send to 931 Arch 8t., Philadelphia, Pa. 1yl

gri

.

- H C Dodge 403 W 27th St New York City
v J. M Kayser Fairbank Iowa

bark,

died

L

yLane—C

Washburne—I Wiggin—G

ll:

combined
with
well-known
aromatics,
make
Brown’s Iron Bitters the best medicine known.

Delicious Odor is imparted by
Cologne.
And itis always refreshing,

8S Gay—A

NC
© Mrs Josie Royal Barkervillé. Lewiston Me

use.

Henry James died in Boston, Dec. 19,

Coughenour

Rev F P Wormwood Sprivevale Me

but then it

Peruvian

Brayton—]

Malvern—H

Rev D Boyd

light of children before Moses was born.
ina

W

Knight—

C Myers—S

Mrs hl

In thetombs of ancient Egypt, figures have been
fo
whose limbs were made movable for the de-

Iron

B

ney—Mrs M Vaughn—J H Walrath—W H Waittum—I) Yeaton—L A Whitoey—W Walker-£ D
Rade~h White—-W Walker—M. C Walker<A K
ilson.
:

the

Jack” is of very ancient

W
M

Books Forwarded
4
BY MAIL.

8

dyéing

Barrett—J

—A B Tomlin—G W Tibbetts— M Taylor—A A
Wogdman—C D oe
oY Iman-p D Wille—F
M

for every use are

H

Bachelder—Mrs

RL Stilman—D Smith—S8 G Smutz—-F
J A Stevenson—Mrs M A Skillio—N F

Two bottles of Ely’s-Creani Balm ged the wife
of Gen, Jno. C: Freemont, Ex-Govergor of Arizéna, and also two army officers sgiationed near
there. They bad catarrn.
See advi. for further
particulars.
i
:
but

A

M Gray—J

Mathews—R

is to rust.

At,

:

(for-

Moyers—D C Osborn—J M Pease—R L D Preston
—F A Palmer—H Parker—H Piper—W Phi:lips—
W Pierce—HPayne—J P Pierson—M A Quimby
W J Robbins—
Russell—-C E Root & Co—C
Rollins—D M Richardson—J A Sutton—Mrs I
Smith—J A Sufton—W E Sage—V D Sweetland—

i

3

Bodline—S

Hubbard—J Hawmblin—C

J Nelson—J
ier—J

‘Labor ‘is preferable to idleness, as brightness

comy

Clerk,

GJordan—L Hull-E T Hurd—B F
Keith—J 8 Kitchen—H Knowlton—J

M Kayser—D

To tell our own jpegyets is folly; to divalge
secrets of others is treachery.
1

W. A. MYERS,

L A Lang—SS
Laméht—A B Loomis—H H.
Leighton—W Lamb— JP Longly—C S Loomis—
Moore's Agency—HW Moore—J F McCaller-»
Moore’s Agency—Mrs § G Morey—E Mowry—C

by the use of St.’

:

Clerk.

the
Woodstock
sermon by Bro.

H, C. INMAN, Clerk.

Bisbee—W

C Inman—L
Kelley—P

Mr. W. J. Metvin, Editor Warren Mass., Herald,

A=

The conference was.made up of dele-

organized, with

The Revy J. A. Sutton writes: “Rev. J. B.
Lash is still acceptably labo
with several of

His people are all united and laboring for-God.

I send

very highest importance to the cause of our denomination in New England.
2. Resolved, That we approve the action of

in Boston, said

‘HM

" (Troy, N. Y., Press.) *
EDITORIAL APPROVAL.
was cured of sévere

pas-

| D George—Mrs J Gray—L W .Gowen—C L Giles
J L Goldsmith—J
Hogebon—G. R Holt—E A
Hackett—J Hufchinson J W Hills—K F Higgins
—A G_Hill
J'‘Haynes—O C Hills—Mrs H Hob-

with the um4 v.
:

$..

The

G. R. FOSTER,

=

Bates—GH Brown—A

OF MINE

‘¢ Wellghdlealth Renewer.”

be de-

The Odessa school

speaking.

—P A Chapman—A A Collins—R Cutts—C P
Clay-251
andall—H .G Chamberlin—A Chadwick--MT
Colby—-SJ Cl
7--L Coombs--C Clough
E N Chace—C Campbell—A J Cole—Mrs E Durfee—M R Daniels—J M Davis=M J Dudley—L H
Davis—J W Carr—W Dewey—- A G Day—H
Elkins
—W Deadmen—A B Drew:
Earl-C W Dennis
A B Drew—A 8 Durgin—E
Durfee—H C Dodge—’
A E Forsyth—L Fenngr—EJ French—J B Fast—

Is three times the man I: was before je began using

-

O F Bailey—W

guzhipn Rats.” Clears out rats, mice, roaches, bed-bygds; flies, ants, moles, chipmunks, gophers.
75c¢.’

THAT HUSBAND

be provided.

and

Bean—N W Bixby—C B Atwood—Mrs C W Anthony—M Atwood—Mrs J Bean—0O S Brown—Mrs
A G Brace—A W Brayton—C ‘W Bennett—S D

hs

It is always ‘“put up or shut up”
brellay.

begin-.

sermon

hope the people will
!.
b
:
E. 8.8MITH,
A
the Odessa church
Jan. 12. Rev, J. S.
predch the opening

Hillsdale
(Mich.)
with
church, Jan. 12—14.
Opening

Barrus—S

de-

7

HOUSE,

church

Opening

Bondy Letters Beceived.

&

just fin-

be neither a witness
* :
;
:

DON’T DIE IN THE

the singing

i

House

Dale

Saturday evening will

will furnish

House.

piano for the White

the

Cedar Valley (Towa) with the Lincoln
merly Orchard) church, Feb. 9—11.

LS

ates from every church in “the Q. M. except the
tratton.
Perfect union snd harmony prevailed
in all the business transactions. During the con-

Y

ous condition....Rev. O. E. Baker, pastor of
the Marion church, is having excellent success.

1. Resolved, That we regard the success of
the present effort of our people to establish a
church in the city of Boston as being of the

to the churches of New

moderator.

for the use of their beloved pastor, Rev. S. S.
Cady....The Sherburhe church, under the efficient leadership of Rev. G: L. White, is’ doing

themselves with the church, and much good is
being accomplished....The Ridgeville (Ind.)
College, of which Bro. Bates is President, is
well worthy of patronage and’is in & prosper-

The

0.B.C,

sic, in selecting a

Treasurer of

We, at Dale, hope to see a

Robilee.

ished by them for the presidential mansi@a. ‘President Arthur.who 1s a thorough connoisseur of mu-

Christmas

Rensselaer (N. Y.)—Held ‘with the Sisphen.
town Center church, Dec. 8-10, Dea. Witheck,

The good people of the Smyrna church are
making arrangements to secure a parsonage

church,

resolutioxs ‘relating to the Boston

them for the next Star.

in the White

Co.’s factory a magnificent concert grand,

makes it presents\

[>

A large number witnessed the pleasant scene.”

gaged

oy

closed an interesting session in this city.
were

Y.,

‘Quarterly Breetings.

A

servant of the Master....In the Marion Q. M.,
Rev, 8. 1. Bates, the indefatigable toiler, is en-

LEWISTON, Dxro. 21, 1882.
DEAR Bro. :=—The Bowdoin Q. M. has just

church

baptized.

the Harnfony Q. M. for some.faithful, efficient

can not ourselves enlist, cry loudly unto: God
for recruits.
A. L, MorEy.,

following

previously been

to Wisconsin, there is a vacant field of labor in

Let us,if we

The Boston Olinrch.

Prosperity. Prompt action in sending subseribers ensures success?
Delay endangers It.
What is your reply.
A. A. SMITH.
Minneapolis, Dec, 15.
.

and Coombs

for a Craw-

forlorn hope to charge the ranks of heathenism

min-

ers of the Star. At our next Gen. Co. in the
West in Oct., there may b
at our hopeful

pu

Phillips

the women,

a
{ow

isters to decide. Success is easily attained,
- hot, however, without the efforts of the read+

Po

ford,

sews among

Gray, Me.

When I think ofthe results consequent upon
a failure, T am anxious beyond expression.
But that question is for the churches and

;

a

Yes, whee are the men? Thank God fora few

heroic

had

Ohio.

that I could not say, I will go. What a rebuke
to those who have means to give is that poor,
helpless, blind, tortured soul, ‘that for years

for the

that there
nearly as
the paper,
above all

at the water to

brother Worden.
The beloved deacon, in his
serene and happy
old age,.is surrounded by
children and children’s children who vie with
each other in their efforts te make his declining years peaceful, - The Columbus church
may well revere:tha Pope!
3
p=

nominatipn that will go to India?”
:
Reader, "I felt ashamed in the presence of
that fn
in, suffering girl and her father

. We need from 300 to 400 more subscribers by

to

to confess to the

men?” I asked, wondering at what she was
dri¥ing: *‘ The men for the missionary fields.
Ar¢ there no man left in the Free Baptist de-

cotGperation from ministers and churches.

Feb. 1. Itought

I had

for her purse and asked me to select for her the
remainder of what she had pl
ged for missions
this year,
Then she asked in\a manner I shall
not soon Target, “Where are the men?’ * What

arg first met. (4) The time will soon come
when ‘the question for another year’s work
must be arranged, expenses estimated, -work

pected a few men to ‘publish a paper

reluctantly

blind girl that our church had raised less than
‘twenty dollars this year to fifty last. She felt

expenses

hilsband decided

also members of the church—among others the
dévoted 4nd accomplished wMfa of our dear

The conversation soon shifted to the mi¥sionary

sink in the "enterprise.
(2) There are no
~debts above dués. . We keep out of that fateful
- position, (8y Work has been done by those

way for a long re:
:

. Ripley (Ind.)—Held with the Zion church,
| Columbus church, writes thatthe work is proNov. 23—25.
A very interesting
and’ profitable
season was enjoyed. Rev. A.
M. Simonton and Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurs.e
“gressing favorably in his fieldrof labor.
Dea.
Bro’s Hashman and Langwell met with us as corMRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP i§ the prePope of this church has eight'sons and daugh- ‘responding messengers from the Dearbourn Q. M. scription
of one of the best female physicians and
Rev’s
D. A. Tucker, Wm.
Tucker, and
Bro’s
- ters, all married but one, and all—husbands
nnrses in the United States, and has been
used
George
Holiday,
Samuel
Surface
and
Silas
Tucker
for
forty
years
with never failing success by miland wives—are members of the same church.
re chosen corresponding messengers to meet
‘lions of mothers for their children.
It relieves the
Several of the good deacon’s grandchildren are: with the Dearbourn Q. M. at its next session.
child from pain, cures dysentery
and diarrhcea,

The success-of this paper is easily. pos- | deacon, John -Humphrey, aged 93 and more,
sible with small codperative effort.. We lay
sedted in an arm-chair reading ‘the dear old
the facts before our people and the results are
Star,” as he calls it.
A blind daughter,
with them. (1) The new paper has no came
gladly
forward ‘to Mak, hands.

accumulated

The visit was
;

of prayer....Rev. 8. A. Worden, paster of the

found

-

5 Henry A. Hozen of the signal service predicts a
vie “mild winter. But what do the muskrats say ?

W. Cowell, bringing their gifts.
diily appreciated.

excellent work.
Its contributions for missions
are exceptionally large. It is expected that
“revival meetings” will be held with this
church, beginning immediately after the week

are the Men?" }

horse I entered

makes
:

with

19, at 2P. M.

voted to Sunday-school work.

twe

|

Rev. J. C. Steele, of North Parma, N.
has received from his people $205.

other who

p

——

large denominational organs at Chicago
of New

than

‘R. HAYES.

Saturday evening, Dec. 9, a large number of
the society and citizens of Newport Center,

Al- tended "to the wife at the water, who united
in
with thé’church the day previous, also.4o an-

A Yours in Christ,
Fi A. JANES

}

not keep pace with other denominationsor ‘do

paper west

there.

defiomination

choice

A Knabe

There was

which the ordinance of

daring to risk the dangerous position-of standing alone. The hand of fellowship was ex-

writes

by the pastor:

Bro. Robert Nesbit and wife of East Hamlin,
N. Y., received recently $140.:

penter’s trade at $2 per day.
Bro. McCann, of Mud Creek

of a glorious

postage incladed—or

‘(From the Baltimore American.)
Therp was seen yesterday at Messrs. Knabe

Dedication prayer by Rev. N.

Benediction

The Rev. E. Owen acknowledges the presence of the young people of Lyndon Center,

writes: “It was my

follow his wife into the baptismal waters, nok

church,

in another

A precipitate
pentance.

Rev. J.

- Vt., met at the house of their pastor, Rev. 8,

support, ‘and he has been ‘Working at/the cdr-

heretofore,
our future prospec
brighter., The
increased interest which brethren in the East
are manifesting in us cheers our hearts, but it
does not affect us_as it might bave donea few.
years ago. We are, I trust, learningto rely
more fully upon God—and ourselves.
#

Free Baptist are of too greatimportance to al- low them to suffer without laying the facts before the denomination. The need of large suc:

Baptists our only

to his.

this state are in a more hopeful /conditioff

“Star that they may have a wider notice than
canbe had in any other.way. The interests
connected with this werk of establishing The

with

$301

THE BOSTON JOURNAL is advertised

Neb.,

tors will be called upon for short addresses upon
that evening. It is expected that the Rev. H.
Payne and ministers from other Q. Meetings will
be present,
Lel those intending
to come by cars
to Havana’ send the pastor due notice by what
train they will arrive and their conveyance will

cents per copy. There will be no change in size or
quality, and
nothing cheap about it except its
price.
;

little

Gifts to Ministers.

i

Wig * The

‘The brethren havejpledged

American
.

: “Keep aloof frog quarrels:
-nor & party.

privilege to serve the Siephentown Center
church on the last Sunday in Now. last, to
administered,

charge of the

Sermon by

Gadd clear of debt.

Newport

over

'Q. M.

Germany prohibits the importation of
pork.
Who ever sausage injustice.

(N. Y.)

Rev. M." Dodge.

sermon at 7 o’clock..

in

Gi

a debt on the house of $160 ,and “In order that
The purse had better be empty, than filled with
the house could be turned over to God without | other folks’ money.
FLIES AND BUGS.
any on it, $62 was taken up and 30'of the congre‘ Flieg, roaches, ants, bed-bugs, rats, mice, gogation -took the rest of the debt on themselves,
hers, chipmunks, cleared out by * Rough on
leaving the house.in the hands of Almighty
ats.” 15c.
#
2

y, reports
mong his

pledsure of Waptizing a young man and his

of it. ‘Re-

welcomed

Fairbury,

good attendance. And we
come to work for the Master.
Chemung. Y.) with
commencing
Friday eenity
Harrington of Elmira will

de-

the

It is filled

is

Smith,

Friday Jan.

by

exception,

best of its kind published in America.

Hymn read by Rev. N. Ricks;

by Dr. L. Lucas;

S. Manning;

oe

with. Dear Brethren, don’t forget this. Pray White Rock and Montana churches, Republic
it¢gtalk about it; act in view

Prayer

Last
Sabbath
evening
desired prayers, and oth-

New

x

has

J. 8. Manning;

_ i

Center church, Rev. 8.. W. Cowell pastor.

located five miles

Neosha Co.,

.-Eld,
Wm, Williams

of

is, without

column—@§6 per annum,

I hope and egpectto

their own “ vine and fig tree.” .
‘| Monday evening, Dec. 18, with their presents.
Dec. 10, two young ladies were

Ge

formerly

The par-

feeling through all the churches at St Johnsbury. Our people thére are glad to worships

Sd a long Christian experience” can give. A
arge congregation listened last evening to an

On the 28th of January a public wieid

of January.

ers arevery thoughtful. The meetings of the
“Christian Workers” ‘aroused an excellént

past three score and
4gn-ie has been able to attend most of the servicesof the church. The
brethren have been highly .edified by his earnest exhortations, and the wise counsels which

.Let it be known that our three -missionaries
' have been forced to come home to recruit, and
we want to send out three more, to take their

places, without delay, and the money will

;

We leave for Hampthn,N.
first

a riging interest in- his churcheg
people, extra meetings
are being

reference to fu:
is urgent; who

will heed the Macedonian ery?

popular, ang

interest, instract and amuse, and

chapel in St. Louis, Mo., was dedidcated to the
Lord in the following order: Vouluntary by
the congregation; Invocation by Rev. J. S,
Manning; Reading of the Scriptures by Rev.

energetic pastor to lead these churches onward

in Christiatggfort.

Rev. H. Lockhart, of St. Job

Wheeler,

clerk, atthe Same plik , With
ture pastoral work? The case

served|

S.F.

Genesee

ning

of Bosten, is a sprightly, entertaining, paper,

the household by young and old alike.

of the Star Quarterly and 40 copies of the Lit-

Here isa good field for a stiong,

Vermont]

will

missions asked to give to the SEMI.CENTENNIAL OFFERING to send re-enforcements to India. A personal canvass is the better course.

During that time the par-

correspond, or with the writer.”

Hammond,

or with Allen

other’

29,

to overflowing with the choicest original maiter,
of so diversified a character that it never fails to

leaving the

faithful to the Master. ' These two ReviH. J. Brown.
)
at present uhder the same pastor, 3
Dedication.
like to continue the relations existThe first Sabbath in DecemMer., Sur
this way each church can have

‘preaching.

surer

Bits
Quarterly Meeting Notices.
>
Owego-(N. Y. & Pa.) with the chureh at Warren, Jan.27. Sermon by Rev.S. Lent at 11 o'clock
AMS
_.
G. W.MAYHEw, Clerk. .

of mind

The salic law: was repealed in Spain, March
1530.
:
v
THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,

mainder of my life here, jt will be because the
developments of God’s providence make it a
necessity.”
Ty
)
Bro. Tarbox is doing a good work at Elk
River,
and the beautiful
new church
is
nearly paid for. The congregation is fair. A
fine Sunday-school. The school takes 50 copies

ish meeting will be held then‘and a committee
elected with whom candidates are invited to

the comi¥uniy, . while $5& or more might be

ov

earnest and
are united
and would
ing, as in

H., pastorate, the

might build an interest there,—somebody will
do so in the near-future. The church will pledge
$200; a faithful man will secure $30 more from

is just time enough ‘to work it up. Each
- church can be canvassed, and every friend of

ge

preaching, a

away

Dr. F. 8. Newconler, M. D., Greenfield, O., says:

be able to resume the work again after a few
months’ rest. Yet if I should spend the re-

Here

Rev.

cided in favor of the Knabe,®iano as his preference, and ordered accordingly the. instrument retle Star and Myrile.
oy
fered
to. 1t is & concert grand of beautiful finish
a fund raised to aid toward the salary, the Sab- |
Towa,
in a richly carved rosewood case, and of superb
bath-school and congregation increased and a
tone and action=an. instrument worthy in every
We learn that a precious revival is in progs; _respdef
of the place it is to occupy. It was shipped
few added to the church. Seven miles toward]
ress.
at
Agency
City
under
the
direction
of
|
to its destination yest:rday.
:
the sea is Windham Center church, small but!

unoccupied: by any

miles

the least inténtion of permanently

chosen work of my life.

to

Watpun, Wis.,

H. M. Soc: of No.Wan. & 8. Neb..Y. M., to whom
all money for this
. £hould be. sent.
H. H. Withiagfon, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer of
the Home Dep’t Towa Yearly Meeling, to whom
all Home Mission funds are to be sent.
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer of
the Iowa F. B. Home Missions.
i
Rey. Charles 8. Perkins, 18 Appleton St., Bos-,
ton, Mass.
(830)

leis
mule is unlike
unlik 3 poor rulele, because
by
tiehe works

“In cases of
general Hehility, and torpor
and body, it does exceedingly
well.”

said’ to the Disciples, ‘ Come aside and rest
-awhile.’ I decided to obey the call, without

0

similar

Rev. J. H. Walrath,

Horsford’s Acid Fhosphate
As a Brain Feod.

thought I heard the Saviour say to me as he

sonage and church buildings have been repaired, ;

small R. R. stytidp
‘where there is no stated
preaching. Thefyriter has béen invitedto la-

than we were, when we sent out the three raiswe

'onr

HyA

ter and devoted my whole time to Anoka &
Champlin for the last 10 years, with only two

Nearly three years ago we came as

pastor to this field.

The locality of the church is good; it has

country is favorable to F. Baptist

Bro. A. Losee of Sherman offers to. give $100.
Arethere not several who will give a hundred
dollars each for this purpose?
We are now
much better able to raise the $3,000 needed

They will ot

churches.

some
40 resident members; and, while there
are no other churches near enough to unite
with it in calling a pastor, the surrounding

if

sionaries eleven yoars ago. ‘ Are

made up and some more.

able. This church has been without a pastor
for nearly a year, and has gained nothing there-

affirmative.

ing also? Let us try.our people.

fully

after the Q. M. and his labors were very accept-

we send them, or will we not? ‘The collections
on the 28th of Jan. ought to decide in the
moneyis plenty;

was

organ, which is to be putiin.

years, I resigned the pastorate of the two lat-

of the
Star.
We,
of
to condense, or to reject,

joys

(26t)

of the Home Mission 'Boarq, fo whom all money
should be sent for Home Missigns wishin the Wis.
{3
Rev. N. C. Brackett, , Harper’s Ferry, |W, Va.

February session with the Greenwood church.
:
IR, SHERRITT, Clerk.
|
>
2

er having been pastor of Anoka & Champlin,
Crystal Lake & Brooklyn churches for three

the third Freewill Baptiét church, that Benjamin Randall formed and the second in the state
has existed all these years. It bas had a mul-

and

&

:

Rev. J. D. Batson,
Northdeld, Minn., T
rer .
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission ‘Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent.: (10128)

ence room in the Q. M. +

Minnesota.
The Rev. C. L. Russell writes: “The Star
says that having been pastor of the Free Baptist church of Champlin more than 10 years I
have located at Crystal Lake and built a house
in which to live the remainder of my life. Aft-

. T. A. STEVENS.

is the pretty village of Gray.

tiplicify of trials

He tarried with the York Center church a week

«Christians to go to the vacant mission, so soon

Times are prosperous;

$160 to

Bro. Ogle’s ‘support during the year—not a
princely Z81a#¥y but the best they can do. His

the Lord has moved the hearts of two noble

is raised and about enough: in addition fora
Sew

us.”

Rev. A. L. Morey ‘writes: * Three

railroad

Y. M., should be sent'tor F. M., H. M. and Educa-

:
Champlin

;

Frée GomOhio, (52638)
to whom all.
of the Mich.

tion Societies.

CC: L, RUSSELL, Clerk.

The amount, $418,

for

miles west of Gray depot
on the Maine Central

time to general labor, having the pastoral care.

.ter Marshall have returned for rest and recovery of health, and we have nonein thefield. But

be ready.

.The

Rev. S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio
munion Baptist Association, Marion,
Rev. A. E Wilson, Lansing, Mich.,
money countributea witnin the bounds

This ‘fs jthe

Another,

all our Sunday-

Maine,

for the Y. M. Mission work.
Next ‘session with the Anoka
church, March 9-11, 1883. -

The Waupun church has been making an ef-

when for ay reashn it shall’ seem well to do so,
matter
¥hus furnished] °
:

Hall and

The Q. M. pledged

writes of a series of

fort to pay its church debt.

Binisters and Churches,

get into the next issue
course, reserve the right

distant

three months have been prosperous ones to the
Q. M. Bro. Ogle gives nearly the whole of his
of but one church.

purpose

4All mone; 7 contributed for the Maine: State Mas
sion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Po aan.
Me.

ing, elected officers, and took a ¢ollection of $3.00

[We invite the sending from all our churches of short vacations in the 13 years. Both myself
items for this department of news. . These items
and wife needed rest so much that I found mymust be accompanied by the addresses of the writers, not necessarily for publication, and should | self unable to carry the work longer, and
reach this office before Saturday night in order to |

of Eld. Ogle as Q. M. missionary and the past

three Missionaries, cp
ho to sustain them,
_ Since sister Cilley
home sick, we have
bad only:two inthe
¥€jd. Now Bro, and Sis-

Another one is’ also likely to

White

the
the

printed.”

on

Quarterly. and

York
Center
churches
were
represented.
Three months ago the Q. M. secured the labors

are strong reasons why we should do generously just now. Eleven ‘years ago we sent out

be raised

will.

the Eldorado, Q.

The Walnut Grove,

asked
wanted

East Penfield, N. Y., Dec. 18.

:

miles or more

made

schools the coming year.

hearts of the
Mo.,, who

are

rest on our

M. held its last session with the York Center
church. The delegation was small, the’ other

work.
;
tI wish to say a few words especially to our
brethren of the Central. Association. “There

can

Johnson, recently from

we

another year, We take some 125 copies, I
think, for adult classes. May ‘God's blessing

gladdened by the presence of

northwestern part of Wilson Co."

prayed and psid more at home just because
their hearts have been drawn out for the hea‘then. ~Alarge collection on Sunday the 28th of

as the money

The

if

od

Crawford (Pa.)—Held with the Salem church,
Pec. Je.
ou asconut op tl Sif mency of he
weather,
a large
delegation
was”
expected.
Treasurer of Storer College and Ageut of Bhenauchurch in which’ the General Association con- Either Rerohr
or ‘written reports i
ait the
doah Mission.
»
:
a
yéned in: November,’
i
:
| churches indicate spiritual growth and a
at
deMoses B. Smith, Treasurer of the Freewill
:
a general outpouring of the Spirit. We
Baptist Foreign, Home Migsion and Education
et
Michigan.
Le
tr
that earnest prayers in our behalf may be of- | Societies,Concord, N. H.
by all Christians ho may read this report.
Prof. Duan for awhile is to supply the Bata- fered
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdase, Mich., Treasurer of
The preaching
was by E. H. Higbee and the writthe Western Education Soc. ,to whom contributions
via chifrch.
er. Christian deportment prevailed throughout
may be sent in aid of those preparing for the
Wisconsin.
| all the meetings.
Late repairs on the Salem
Gospel ministry.
’
-church "building have given them the finest audi-

The superintendent séemed satisfied that it
would be safe to continue the Star Quarterly

spend the winter with the churches of the Q. M.
Bro. J. expects to organize a church in the

January will prove a spiritual quickener, and
~ add a needed impulse to all departments of our

)

were

yesterday

quest was presented that a season ‘be now devot.
o earnest ‘prayer to God for help for our
pas.
torless churches, there gow being four
without
pastors and.
a
to
nge. A req
was
also presen
t at this hour special raver be
offered for ‘the restoration to health of
C. L. Russell .and wife, who have labored for nearly thirteen years in this Q. M., that they be restored to
health
so as to again take their chosen work.
The Woma:nr’s Mission Society held a short meet-

ed,and the church was greatly revived and

for our Star

superintendent

the best 8. 8. Quarterly

greater favor and I received several tubscriptions. It seemsto me that while ministers are
in India, and still more in America.- neededto look after these destitute churches,
The value of our church members depends ap- ‘there is also greater need of-prudence in estab-

lishing churches and gréater needof cousecra-

Rev. Geo. "W. Howe

Quarterly another year as it is time to order

Star

on their personal piety, their active benevolence, and love of souls. No 6une cause has
contributed more to the growth of these graces

hay

meetings in Evansville, begun Nov. 80 and
closed Dec. 17. As the result 22 were convert-

for ’83. One says, ‘I believe in patronizing
our own publications.” Another says,
‘‘ It is

istaken and but two of the Free Baptist. From
certain considerations the Free Baptist found

proposed to celebrate it by a rousing contribu, & generous thauk-offering.
We have
in our work, Great good has

Our

Sunday-school

evenin our

own state. . Not a’copy of the Morning

following, eight

"Indiana.

report the same, bv teleRev. C. 8. Perkins, 18 Apple-

The fit seizéh me to say a word

Quarterly.

have no preaching and are

general work of the denomination,

the meetings

were added to the church.

The Star Quarterly.

‘fn-

nearly, if not quite extinct. It surprised me
much to find how little the people know of the

’ is wor

F. Mission work.

|

i

strengthened by 18 ‘additions.

quiry elicits the facts that but six of thé churchi} es have regular preaching,

this sermon and

ton 8t., Boston, Mass., on Jan. 1, 1883.

| 40 miles, while Pleasant Valley, 70 miles away,
isffikewise represented. All Kave come by pridenominational vate conveyance. Cheering reports are receiv-

*

Hentucky.

church preach¢d a sermon on temperande the
second Sunday’in November. As a result of

all the pastors of this Quarterly Meeting

this action, and request them

matter before their churches next Sabbath.
less crop raising
and more diligent culture.”
Resolved, That through the Morning Star
That is sensible, and the principle is suscepti Besides Eld. Otis, Kid. Merritt is located for the we4. formes
ebly request our pastors throughout
‘ble of wider application. A little thing well present at Wellington, the cotinty seat.
iNew England to present this matter! to their
By attending the Middle Caney Q. M. we be- congregations—provided they. had not already
done is better than a larger thing poorly done,
Good, ic
pays best everywhere!
- come. acquainted with brethren from its done so—on the last Sabbath of this mouth, re-

a7 In_ addition to the usual
matter, this
ti 8 open to ‘brief and otherwise unobjectionable communications) from all
parts of our field.
¢
;
Ty

;

upon the House of Worship purchased 1
- At the request of the Union Temperance
3
ry
Liberty, located in” the. |, for said church,
3. Resolved, That we request our clerk to Union, Rev. M. A. Jones of the Raleigh

sentiment of the people is Baptist.

@orrespondense.

es a =

of the head

from

tions. Itallays inflammation,
protects the membranal linings
additional colds, completel

heals the sores and restores the sense of

taste and.

smell. Applied by. fazer into the'nostrils. Bene.
ficial results are realized by a few applications.
A thorough treatment will cure.
unequaled for
colds in the head. Agreeable to use.’
Send for
circular and testimonials. By mail 50 cts., a package.
By druggists.
ELY’S CREAM BALM Co.
Oswego, N.Y.

;

of payment, healthfulness of climate, abundance
of timber, etc., are held out by the Michigan lands.
We advise all contemplating a change to send to
Mr. Barnes, at Lansing, for a’'pamphlet giving full
information.

;

;

!

erty: church, Dec. 2., The Union, York, and East
Liberty ‘churches were represented by delegates

CONSUMPTION CURED.
and letters; Newton,by delegates; Broadway, no
An old physician retired from practice, having
report.
The reports of the churdhes
indicate
had placed in-his hands by an East India"missionsteadfastness, union and fellowship with a desire
.ary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
for a closer communion with the Master:
Rev. J.
the
specdy and permanent cure for Consumption,
L. Collier, one of our former and much-loved pas- Bronchitis,
Catdrrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
tors, was with us and preached the word with acLung
Affections, also a positive and radical cure
ceptance. The business of theQ. M, was conducted
for
Nervous
Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
yMusic Ed’n., $30 per 100
with the usual, harmony.
The session was one of
having tested its wonderful curative powers
.
Word
$5 per 100
interest and
profit, especially so to the writer, ‘after
in
thousands
of casos, has felt it his
duty to make
who, after an
absence of two Feats in Missouri,
it
known
to
his
suffering
fellows,
WActuated
by
has returned to meet the loved
friends ol other
this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer.
years, not having in all that time the privilege of
I will send ree of charge, to all who desire it,
a F. B.Q.M.
Neither did he find a Denp e 80 ing,
this recipe, in German, French
English, with
Embracing Nos. 1, 3, & 3; without
near his heart, or & church he loved or could love full directions for preparing and orusing.
Sent by |
as he loves the F. B. church.
The clerk; E. R.
Music Edition, in Board,
$60
mail, by addressing with stamp, nam ng, this paOulland, having resigned, the writer was duly
pox W. A. NOYES, 149 Power's Block,
Rochester,
Words only,
“
$15
elected to fill the vacancy.
]
YT
;
:
13t4leow

Gospel Hymns

Next session with the Union church.
\

© WM.

Py

BALLINGER, Clerk.

: Aotices,

ennepin (Minn.)—Held at Crystal Lake, Dec.
32
nopin & ‘on Saturday made the attendance
smaller than it would otherwise have been; but

Post-Office Addresses.
the meetings of worghip were interesting, and,
Rev. L. Fenner, E. Putnam, Conn,
we hope, may result in good to the communify.
Rev. A. T. Hillmab, 142 Broadway, E. Somer.’
he preaching by Rev’s Smith, Tarbox, Batson,
a
He =
E508
Sister Kenna was well received: by.the ville, Mass.
audiences who listened. The businessof the: Q. ‘REV. E. N. FERNAED
(to. whom all. contributiens
M. was transacted with harmony and the good ‘from ghe churches for our Behevolent Sock
be seit) Lewiston,
Me. ” . 52
ties shovi
Spiri{
was manifest: throughout. As the reports
cam®& in from the churches, the destitution of minFree Baptist Church, New York City, West 25th
isterial
help so impressed the audience that.a re8t., between 7th and sth Avenues.

Gospel Hymns Complete.
Contains Gospel Hymns Combined, and No. 4.
Music Edition, in Boards, $90 per 100,
Fincr Bindings, at $1.25 and $1.75 each. |
Word Edition, in Boards, $25 per 100.

Add 10 cents on Miustc
Eaition if ordered by Mail. and 2 cents on Word

BiICLOW & MAIN,

Lt ER Mai reo ota,
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For his familiar sake.

Oh stay, oh stay,
4 ALi
@n¢ mirthfal bor, and then away.
Phe kindly year, his liberal hands
Have lavished all his store.
" And shall we turn from where

small way, and increase the eomfort and

Fer

work

Oh stay, oh stay,

One grateful hour, and then away.

As everybody

What pleasant memories we keep’

commenced

Of all they said and did!
Oh stay, oh stay,
One tender hour, and then away.

The goed old year i8 with the past;
Oh, be the new as kind!

Oh stay, oh stay,
Que parting strain, and thén away.
— Wilisam Cullen \ Bryans.
o-+e

THE OLOSE OF THE YEAR.
* Thou who roll’st the year around,
Crowned with mercies large and free,
Rich thy gifts to us abound,

Warm our praise shall rise to thee.
Kindly to our worship bow,

-

iy

While our grateful thanks we tell,
That, sustained by thee, we now

Bia the parting year—farewell!
Palmer.

0000

Ltrs PATTY'S WISHES.
It was New Year's eve. Little Patty
sat aloce in farmer Branch’s great Kkitchen, with a very disconsolate face. She
been working bard all day, washing

he could long resist

* Do

‘“ Be good and kind and gentle, and see
if people do not find you out, and love
you”; and the great elock in thé corner
spoke in measured tones: ‘Be faithful, be faithful, never, stop . trying,
the regard will come Some day”; and
{the fire flashed up gloriously and with a
‘crack and sputter said; ‘We have all
tried

it, little Patty, and

way-to.be happy.

this is the only

Just to do every duty

as it comes along with a light heart and
‘do unto others as you would they should
do unto you.'”
With a start Patty awoke, for you
must have guessed that she had been
dreaming, and began once more upon

face until

it shone like cut glass, then set

the teapot over the fire so that the farmer
and his wife might be refreshed on their
arrival.

No

sooner

was

all

this accem-

their absence.

said the farmer stroking the straight
black hair with as gentle a touch as
thongh she were one of bis flock. But
the farmer's wife did more than that.
Out of the kindness of her imatherly heart

face and straight hair.

No one dreamed

that underneath that uncomely exterior
there beat a loving little heart, wars and
tender, a real child's heart, that craved

love and sympathy, and was sad because
in the wide world there seemed to be ne
extra love for one poor little girl.
. Tired and lonesome Patty drew a

ericket before the blazing fire‘and then
laid her weary head on the armi-chair beside ber. She was thicking over the
lonely months of the year past, and was
"wondering sadly if the New Year was to
bring her any of the things she longed
for so earnestly. Almost unconsciously
she uttered aloud the thoughts that had
fled her mind all day. “Oh dear, I
wish

some one would

love me!

No one

* eares for me or ever tells me that they
love ma!”
Just then Patty heard a Auegr voice
beside her saying: !

“ My dear, you want to be loved, do
you?”

Patty lifted her head in amazement.
“Did you speak, Towser P ” she asked,

tarning to look at the large mastiff, who

“Well, child, you have done

well,”

she drew the lonesome child to her and
kissed
without
Patty
a light

her, saying: ‘ What should 1 do
this little maiden ?”
danced to her bed that night with
heart, and the next morning she

he replied with a wise nod of his head :
“It can

be done.

Why,

when I was a

young pup, and first came to live here, I
didn't know what was expected of me, or

0 do with myself. I suspected that
. everyone intended to do me harm, and
- ‘was cross and surly. I barked at young
and old, and made myself such a nuisance that mistress said one day, ‘I am
all discouraged trying to be friendly to
that dog. He doesn’t seem to understand
that I mean no harm. He snarls at the
children and will let none of us go near
him. We bad better dispose of him and
get an old dog.’ Now, my dear, when I

heard that,” continued Towzer, “1 lis-

tened with fear and trembling
what the master would say.

to know
Bat he

spoke kindly of wi and said, * Well,

mother, guess we'had

a little longer.

better try Towzer

He is a young thing yet,

but when he gets older perhaps he will
srust us and get over his surly ways.’
When I heard those kind words I just

went out to the stable, and sat down on
~ my bed of
and thought the whole
over, and came to the conclusion

woods,

the river, and the

Around the radiant fireplace, enclosed

:

In a tumultuous privacy of storm. .
Come see th: north-wind®s masonry,
Out of an unseen quarry, evermore
Faroished with tile, the fierce artificer

Curves his white bails with projected roof
Round every w
rd stakeor tree or door;
Speeding, the myriad handed, his wild work

80 fanoitul, so savage;

naught cares he

For number or prosortion, RMockimgly,
-On coop or kenne! he hangs Parian wreaths;

To some, the winter is a season to be
dreaded. Ia their poverty they are exposed to the cutting blasts, the snow, the
ice, the long dark nights, the lack of

many sources of employ méegt. - To others,

wintgr brings exhilaration and enjoyment
of the keenest sort. The eyes need not
close we the more sombre views of this
rigoroud
season, nor need the heart refuse the appeals of the suffering, if for a
time the more cheery side be viewed and
winter sports be contemplated.
Despite the chilling blasts the people
generally are ready to kpring to their
cutters, and sleighs of more pretentious
size, whenever snow falls and opportuni»
ty offers. The merry laugh, the joyful
shout, the cheery song mingle with the

Sth

Jin
nie

that

mouth

that is

or in; prison,

and

particiBut a

day.

with

an

order

Now, we may be strongly

tempted

to unseal beforehand scme of the remain-

helpfal participation can be hd on a
small physical capital. That effeminacy

der. ‘ This, however, would only serve to
embarrass us, while we . should violate
which dreads the bracing,highly oxygen- the rule Which our Owner and Master has
ized atmosphere of midwinter is not cons | | aid down for us:
* Take, therefore, no

ducive'

to

manly

strength.

Oa

the

thought for the morrow for the morrow
shall take thought for the things of itself”
— William Jay.

other hand, there is a recklessness of exposure which is mistaken for manliness.
This is equally: undesirable. It will
break oile’s constitution,
and

between

5

SD

BEGINNING CF

a

THE

NEW

YEAR.

There exists a very beautiful custom in

And

Germany, which it would be well to imiOn the first day of the
New Year, whatever may have been the

a kindly consideration for less favored
ones should never be neglected. Many
need our help, and should have it freely

and relatives, mutual visits are interCc hanged, kindly greeting$ given and
re-

while we ourselves rejoice.
— Selected.

C

should rule our winter enjoyments.

Odk-leaf and acorn and fantastic vines,

ee
-

Which she will make when summer comes again—
Quaint arabesques in argent, flat and cold,
Like curious Chinese etchings .
. By and by,

Wafking my leafy garden as of old,

v

frosty fantasies shall charm my eye

damask, emerald, and gold.
—~T. B. Aldrich.

Pitiless eold

many a wretch a sweet deliverer.

ee

that

suffering, gives from his abundance ; and,
whilst bestowing, feels almost ashamed
that, with such wide-spread misery cir-

cled round him, he has all things fitting, /
all things grateful. The smitten spirit
asks wherefore he is net of the multitude of wretchedness; demands to
know
for what
gspecial excellence
he is promoted above the thousand
thousand
starving creatures:
in his

misery, tests

his

—Charles Lamb.
ER.

(hieqlh EE——
4

* Ring out the old, ring in the new;
Ring, happy bells, across

the snow;

The year is going, Jet him go;
Ring out the false, ring in the tne.”

ENIGMATIO GEMS.
Everything xelatin
ela
30 this department of the Star
hould
mark
Enigmatic Gems,” and ad—. to W. H. og
East Sumner, Me.)
No. 16.
‘

DIAMOND

;

PUZZLE.

"A erooked character.
An exclamation of surprise.
Protection from the sun.
a girls atte,

vowel.

A A

CHENEY.

reverent sacrifices to hig suffering broth-

It was a time when selfishness hugs itself in its own
thoughts
all ry

warmth; with

no

other

12, 13, 25
My

is oe

a

3, 8, 9, is a French

in

the

United

coin.

My whole is a good motto.

A ¢ Autre
enn #

Stan
p74

Fab

What

moves

beneath

a/crystal shell?
2 bosom swell?

What oft will mak
Can you a tree and oil name?

What gives most men an ardent aim?
What plant is said to never fade?
An iron pin by blacksmiths made.

ry

rn

ber because jt is so bitter cold without,
when he eats and drinks with whetted

All these pursuits are
followed with a relish seldom felt in sum-

mer pastimes. Away from the city's
busy sleighing scenes, winter. sports mul.

tiply and intensify.
Ea

Whit tier tells of—
3

er for opium-eater's.
Oh, man! oh, woman!

5.0

is a bird of ancient renown,
appetite, becausehe hears of destitution My grat
ho reminds us of daylight’s approach ;
prowling like a wolf around his well- | M Jocond ang third |together, were thrown,

barred ‘house ; when; in fine, he bears his
every comfort about him with the pride

0

My Yee
e is & reptile of mythic creation,
And is said to proceed from my

first,

It was a time, too, when human nature
often shows its true divinity, and with

misery like a garment clinging to it, for-

gets its wretohedness in

sympathy

with

suffering. A time, when in the" cellars
and garréts of the poor are acted scenes

18.

Ireland.

14.

1. Lead, lea. 2.

plan.’

10,

5

Lawn, law.

DODO
#

ODOR

DORA

,

3. Plune,

'
wits

:

NOVEMBRR— DECEMBER PRIZE.

which make the noblest heroism of life;
“The Rival Susoty 8”, by Agnes Strickland,
Hts of answers to puz.
which prova the immortal texture of the is offered for the
lea for November and December, sent from
human heart; not wholly seared by’ the | week to Week #8 the puzzles appear.
»

Sh §
H

AA

sight

of

‘politeness!

a TER

Their

enness,

are you, for the assusgement of physienty
distresses or mental trouble, making this a

NELSON'S

regular resource? 1 beg you stop.. The
ecstasies ut.the start will not pay for the
horrors at the last. The paradise is follow
ed too soon by the pandemonium,
Morphia is a blessing

trom God for the

NEW PUBLICATIONS

relief

EW VOLUME OF THE PEN AND PENCIL

of sudderipang or acute dementia, but was
never intended for prolonged use.
And
what is the

peculiar

sadness

of itis;

Sea

it

The

nthe

1eeps on

Wholetonsot

pehloral are manufactured in Germany.
Baron Liebig says that he knows one
chemist in Germany who manufictures a
balf-ton of chloral every week. There are
multitudes being taken down by this habit. Look out for hydrate of chloral! But

$0.

“Lake
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GEPOIN,

Regions
!

in

$3.08.
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UNIPORM

with ntSHAKESPEARE'S
PLY TOLD.”

| STORIES

CHARLES HENRY HANSON.
12mo, aleth,
veled. . With illustrations from designs vA
Flaxman sod other eminent artists, each.
$1.50

By

Honier's Stories Simply Told
Siory of the Days of King
The Fooly of the Iliad
the Od; yssey.

and

The Garden, the
the Woods, and.
t

OR THE TEACHINGS OF

NATURE AA GEASONS CHANGE. Whh yg
nets frontispiece.
2mo, cloth:
Jae

The Three Trappers.
A Story of Adventure in the
By ACHILLES DAUNT.

paticat k

patient

Pen
M. A,

Emp ire:

13mo, cloth, beveled, with maps.

Physicians first prescribe it for

Then the

Russian

F.
R. OG. 8, author
of
Central Afrioa,” ute.

In some families chloralis taking the place
:
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TORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE. ; By youn

down from the highest and the wealthiest

of opium.

Pictures

DRAWN

AND PENCIL. By JAMES MacauLAY,
author
of ** The
Leisure Home.”
Imperial 8¥o, cloth, gilt, illustrated,

classes, and from the most fashionable circles of New
York and Brooklyn—golng
-| down by hundreds and by thousands. Over
20,000 opiom-eaters in Chicago.
Over
20.000 opium-eaters in St. Louis. In the
same proportion, that would make over
70,000 in New York and Brooklyn. The
clerk of the drug stofle
says, ‘I can tell
them when they cong
in. There is something peculiar about their complexion,
something peculiar about their pervous-

Wilds

of Camada.

13mo, cloth, profuscly Ulustratec.

ii

Beyond the Himalayas.

A Story of Travel and Adventure m the wildsof

| Thibet.

By Jouv GRpoIE.

12mo, cloth with numerous illustrations. $1.50

Ralph's Year In Russia.
A Story
Europe.

of Travel and Adventure in Eastore
By ROBERT RICHARDSON; sathor of

“ Almost a

Hero,” eto.

i

12mo, cloth, with fine engravings.

In the Polar
TURE

AND

FROZEN

Regions; or Na

NATURAL

ZONE.

gL

With

| HISTORY

IN THE

Anecdotes

and

ries of Adventure and Travel.

Bo

opium.
It'seems to me there ong t to be
12mo, cloth, profusely illustrated.
$1.5
ten thousand pulpits tarned into qu king. |
flaming, thundering Sinais of warning | 2)n the Tem, perate Regions;

against this plague narcotic.

The devil

of morphia in this country will be mights
er than the devil of alcohol. But nepenthe
and hasheesh and opium and chloral shall
not have all the field to Memselves. —Sunday Magazine.
+oo ov

BLINDNESS,

At the Annual Commencement of the
Hospital College of Medicine, ot Louisville, Ky., Prof. Dudley Reynolds deliv‘ered an address to the graduating students,
in which he took strong ground against
the use of tobacco.
It is a well-known fact that tobacco derang- |
es the digestion and Pisges the nerve cen-

tera of a majority of the

hE

ATURE
np NATURAL
HISTORY IN
TEMPERATE ZONES,
With
Ancodnios

and Stories of Adventure and Travel
12mo, cloth, fully illustrated.

1.%

Rambles in Rome.
An Archmologioal and Historical Gutde to the
Museum, Galleries, Villas, Churches, and An

tiquitice of Rome and the Campagna.

By 8.

RUSSELL FOrBES, Archmological
and Historical Lecturer on Roman Antiquities. With maps,
plans and illustrations.
1:mo, cloth.
$1.50
1
Ry Soh1g ES
the rincipal booksellers, or will

THOMAS NELSON & SONS,
42 Bleeckir
HISTORY oF
and theirA
The on po

St., New

York.

HYMNS
.
:
the

dy

and spicy |irae
a

male members of

Ber

ste

the human amily. A species of blindness|, 8
not complete but partial blindness, sufficiently great in extent to destroy tho read:

ing of ordinary type, results from the con-

tinned and

excessive

use of lobacco.

Careful investigations have led to the dis-

smoking

bs

4

lost

nil

are you tamper.

covery that that form of habit known as

ORAL

nearly or gnite one-half, and produce a
corresponding improvement in Buia
health. piiran Evangelist.

Pout: fifths 6f the five thonaed
1
Dodids"
that reach the morgue in New Yerk
oity every year are sent there by drunk-

ing with this habit? have you just begun P,

TOBACCO AND

CHARADE.

pense of the street cleaning ‘department
besides. This would redmoe taxation

have

religion acknowledges his defeat, ford.
seems as if the Lord does nol answer pray-

ows

olation dround. When the mere world- | The initials form a Bible name.
ling rejoices the more in his warm cham.
—0. 19,
.
.

personal

smoking makes them rude. Why should:
a smoker blow his smoke in my face, or
allow the dust of his weed to get in my
men than men—who are being bound, eyes. Why should
be think it not indebody; mind, and soul, to this terrific habit.
cent lo frequently ex pectorate in my presThere is a great mystery about seme enoe
? I have as much right to scatter
families. You do not know why they do
fine strong pepper and half-blind the pasnot ‘get on. The opium habit is 80 stealthy, | sers-by
or my companions in a railway
so deceitful, snd so deathful.
You (
carriage.
I might answer it pleased me,
cure a hundred drunkards easier that¥k
‘and they must put up with it,’ Men have
can cure one opium-eater. Ihave heard of
no more right to smoke in publi i¥ thin 1
cases of reformation, but I never saw any.
have to soar pepper. Our pleasures
I hope there are gases of genuine re forma- ought not to b
at the expense of another;
tion. Ihave seen men who for forty¥y ears
all pablic smbkers, however, break this.
had been the victims of strong dri#¥ thorlaw, and give great offanse to that part
oughly reformed; but the’ opium-eaters
of the public who hate the most distant
thut I have séeti go on and go down. Their
fomisiof ‘tobagoo. — London * Frocman,
cry in the last hour of life is not of God,
nor fur prayer, Jor for the Bible, but for
opium, Perhaps there are only two!
g The iinphreaion of Samstran tobacco
P
y
pere
sons outside the household whe know what into the country has increased from 880,is the matter—the physician and the pas- 000 pounds in 1830 to 783,768 pounds
tor; the physician called in for physical uring the preagat. year,
relief, the pastor-called in for spiritual reTemperance text-books have been inlief ; but they both jail. Tne physician aoknowledges his defeat. The minister of frodaced into the St. Paul public schools.

I am under this head writing chiefly ot

No. 18.

from

treasury, it would support all our charitable institutions, and pay the entire ex-

merely bar-

The most magnetic

.because he likesthe effect.

Sompoed | 27 Jetters,

the nerves; and I know

and brilliant lawyer of this ceutury fell a
vietim to its stroke, and there are thou] Sands of men and women—but more wo-

phan of its pleasant possessions; | In what land the leek und onion grew?
sweeter, by the des-

that they are

(conquered by opium.

P

ENIGMA.

of tle

quent. Samuel: Taylor Coleridge, after
INEXOUSABLE RUDENESS,
conquering the world With his pen, was } A great number of smokers seem tp

sleablecssess..

No. 17.

/

it always creates
an unsteadiness

muscles through its irritating effet upoa

country 225,000 opium-consumers ; experience that it diminishes the eapaoity
. . . Ifthe money
saw statistic yesterday that said for mentallabor.
are probably now in the United destroyed by burning cigars and tabaceo
at least 500,000 opium-consamers. in Louisville could be paid into the city

ness, something peculiar about the look of

oO ole

taste; it always contaminates the breath;

were

their eyes that immediately reveals them.”

privilege - of exemption from an woe
Acrostic. 13 (€
that withers maohood in man, bowing
/
What ai fisel was by Moses loved?
him downward to the brute. And so What scholar was by Plato proved?
questioned, this man gives in modesty of ‘What guides the eimemnsy oft at night?
And wh
good i
ts take their flight?
spirit—in very thankfulness of soul. His What fa
chief died{on a sea girt isle?
alms are not cold, formal charities but W hat movements of the young create a smile.
er.

there

comes to people in their weak moments.
formed or neglected— in that regretted De Quincey says, *‘I took it for rheumatime.
I begin to know its worth, as tism.” Coleridge says, ** I took it for iowhen a person dies. It takes a personal somnia or sleepleesness.” What do" you
color; nor was it a poetical flight in a take it for ? For God's sake, do not take
it too long.
contemporary, when he exclaimed,
‘What is redurkable, they are going
J 1 saw the skirts of the departing Year.”

It was

a time when the very poor, barred from
the commonest things of earth, take
strange counsel with themselves, and, in
the deep humility of destitution, believe
they are the burden and the offal of the
world.
It was a time when the easy, eomEotts.
ble man, touched with finest sense of human

tenderness for

AA

to a concentration of all the images

and death in that despairing hour,
‘losing its terrors, looked in the eyes of

very

el

Of all sound of all Belle (bells, the
music nighest bordering upon heaven)—
most solemn and touching "is the pes
which rings out the Old Year. 3 nevér
b ear it without a gathering-up of my mind
have been diffused over the past twelvemonth; all I have done or suffered, per-

Bagh to on oo

WINTER.
The streets were empty.

friends

to God, then friendship and fellowship
may be found that shall be blessed and
lasting. — Selected.

These winter nights, against my window-pane
Nature with busy pencil draws designs
Of ferns aud blossoms and fine spray of pines,

These

quarrels or estrangement between

eived—all
is forgotten and forgiven.
Let this custom begin with reconciliation

FROST-WORK.

In i

tate everywhere.

jingling sleigh-bells on’. city . streets and of a conqueror, A time when such But should this be beyond our magibation,
Please throw it aside as the worsk,
country roads, and for the time a carnival a man sees in the misery of his fellowR. A, C.
of joy prevails. The heavy sledges of beings nothing save his own victory of
(Answers in two weeks.)
traffic gather up living loads, the business fortune—his own successes in a suffering
ANSWERS.
wagon affixed to runners becomes « world. . To such a man, the poor are but | 11. Wheel,
pleasure vehicle for a happy family, while the tattered slaves that grace his trinmph.
12. Life is short.
the small boy with hand-sled, home-mgde*
and rough or factory-made and costly,
plies his vocation catching a ride trom
the passing team, or coasting upon some

to

1876

tobacco has never been known to result
beneficially to any person -in the world,
It always lessens the sense of smell and

¢ Confessions of an Opium Eater.” Ke
says-for the first ten years it gave him the
keys of paradise ; but it takes hisown powerful pento describe the horrors conse-

is

who is visited.— Living Truths, by Charles

) | want;

Delayed, all friends 8hut out, the housemates sit

hungry

fed, every poor soul, sick

‘Human blood stagnated in the breast of

heaven,

tha dustend of .growing cross because I convenient hill.
wasn’t petted enough, 1 would make myself lovable. If you will believe it, my
dear, this plan
worked like a charm.
Only a few weeks after I tarned over a

health

with excessive misery, suffered, in stapid
resignation, the tyranny of the season.

Hides bills and

comforted, every

mourner

jing its employments,

True

THE SNOW-STORM.

And veils the farm-hoyse at the garden's end.
The sled and traveler siopped, the courier’s feet

every

open daily no letter but the letter for the

secured.

the untrodden snow. Winter was at the
heart of all things. The wretched, dumb

Seems nowhere to alight; the whited air

repenteth,

ration, such as can be gained in no other
is thus

enough. yieion to ge abeut and attend,
ordinary household = duties.
Smpkfh

baric Asiatics ‘who go. down under that
stroke.
Read the great De Quinoey’s

of your

way,

they were answered.— Selecled.

Announced by 211 the trampets of the sKy,
Arrives the snow; and, driving oer the field,

that

toss

New Yeat, little Patty,” iin the farmer’s|, had driven all who had the shelter of a
hearty tones.
She never forgot her roof to their homes; and the north-east
‘wishes, and the strange way in which blast seemed to howl in triumph above

WINTER SPORTS.
as

to

appeal

vigor must exist before a hearty
pation can be had in such sports.

opened her eyes to the sound of ** Happy

having just stretched himself was looking A swan-like form invests the hidden thorn;
Fills up the larmer’s lane from wall to wall
down vpon her with solemn eyes.
Mauzre the farmer’s sighs; and.at the gate
“Of . course I spoke to you, my dear. A tapering turret overtope the work,
I wish to give you a little gdvice.” With And wheu his hours are numbered, and the world
these words Towser straightened himself Is all his own, retiring as he were not,
Leaves, when the sun appears, astonished Art
and looked very wise.
To mimic in slow structures, stone by stone,
‘“ The way to be loved is by making Built in an age, the mad wind’s night-work,
The frolic architecture of’ the snow.
yourself lovable.”
—R. W. Emerson.
“But,” said Patty with a perplexed |
o
Jook, ‘how can I love those who don't
seem to care for me?”
Towzer chuckled a little to himself

an

the joy

that in the year

Do not think

Lord, be sure that his joy is now, as it
was in Judea of old, over every sinner

evi-

good constitution broken and one never
her work.
She put the kitchen in order, strong there is. but little choice.
Wise
polished the tins, rubbed the old cloek’s care blended with hearty earnestness

plished than she heard sounds of the family’s return. She sprang to the door and
greeted them with a smiling face.

She was a quiet child, wjth plain fréckled

If you wish to enter into

but the

before

The fact is appalling.

life to

these Tender ‘‘missives” through some | Kingsley.
a
:
open ddorway,did curly heads and: bright
RR
a
EE
PREVENTION OF ANXIETY.
eyes but present themselves there.
We may consider the year before us a
To enter with zest and yet with care
int
‘real enjoyment of outdoor sports desk containing three hundred ind sixty—and especially in the bracing winter five letters addressed to us—one for every
day, announcing its trials, and prescribmonths—is the part of wisdom.
Exhila-

it, Patty!

dishes and running errands for the farmer’s wife, and now the family had gone
to spend the evening in the village, leavmg Patty to take care of the house during
Little Patty had been taken from the
poorhouse and bound out gby wfarmer
Branch’s wife until she should be of age.

[

knows,

to clatter;

What we have to hope for in the

dent relish he has for; the whole matter
shows that he himself knew just how the
matter stood. It may be doubted whether

Do it, Patty!” and Tabby, the yellow
cat, blinked her eyes and purred softly,

Even while we sing, he smiles his last,
Ard leaves our sphere behind.

bad

people and their enjoyment,

States

come is to enter into the joy of our Lord.

True, here the poet speaks of young

Patty laughed outright at this strange
ntsic; and the pans, hung up to dry,

the coffin-lid.

—Ray

Patty

While the jolly fire glows.” -

Dear friends were with us, some who sleep

|

Then

But I'm boiihd I will be happy

One golden hour, and then away.

>

easier.”

“I'm a merry little kettle

sweet the seventh day’s rest!
Ob stay, oh stay,

Beneath

be

went something like this:

Mow cheerfully the week was spent!
How

will

in this
but I
there

reward in the life to come, recollect this:

|§And curious yds. of merry girls,
i
ifting their hands in mock defence
- ~-Against the snow-ball’'s compliments.”

,thought she heard a funny little song that

Days brightly came and calmly went
While yet he was our guest;
*

‘“the watchful young men Saw

sweet doorway pictures of the curls,

‘| happiness of those around me. Do as]
do, Patty ; sing at your work, and your

he stasds,

Because he gives no more ?

mated

the little trouble it may cost you, or the
little choking of foolish, vulgar pride it
may cost you, youn will have a peace of
mind, 3 quiet of temper, a cheerfulness
The Quaker Poet himself knew how this a
popetalncss. about - yourself and all
matter stood, for he declares in *‘ Snow
d you, such as you "ndVer felt before ;:
Bound,” that
a over and above that, if you look for a

going to make myself miserable because’
my place in this world. is such ag humple
one. I manage to do much good in my

years

ONT

The year, whose Hopes were high and strong,
"Has now no hopes to wake;
Yet one hour more of jest and song

hondred

oe TY

same

One little hour, and then away.

read of it three

to lie

down at:night without-being able to say: Christ; butit was not until the seventeenth
“I have made one human being at least cehtury that it began its death march,
a little wiser, or a little happier, or a lit- passing out from the medicinal’ and the
tle better this day.” You will find it curative, and by smoking and mastication
easier than you think, and pleasanter. becoming the scourge of nations. In the
Easier, because it you wish to do God's year 1861 there: were imported into this
work, God will surely find : you work to country 107,000 pounds of opium, but last
-do ; and pleasanter, because in returh for year 533,000 pounds of opium. - It is esti-

rT

Oh stay, oh stay,

you to keep it, never, if possible,

“dimness ‘of vision
is little hepe of her E
of¢ perception which
She may be con.
the Jossension of ‘

NE
NE

a

A RULE FQR THE NEW YEAR.
: -Make.a.rule, and pray to God to help

ther progress of her
ceased, though, there
regaining that power
she had already lost.
sidered fortunate in

a

Biay yet, my friends, a moment stay———-..:
Btay till the good old year,
80 long companion of our way,
i . Shakes hands and leaves us here. _.

iy

THE OPIUM HABIT.
* Opium demands emphatic recognition.
It is made, ad you know, from the white
poppy. Itis not a new discovery. We

rold.

I reper XES

yi

Jer-

A
LMPLLALL.
—-——

R-

E

YEAR'S EVE.

bears a flower in heaven.—Douglas

=
a
= =
: Portland was forced to admit
+
adm that she hag
been a secret smoker of tobacco forhe - 7
years. On abandoning the babit, the fur.

LER

\

A BONG FOR NEW

ofhim!’ Just remember my advice, Patty.
P
" Semething of these scenes is familiar to
Be lovable and people will love you. n
every one. To see them isan inspiration; 3
Witlithese words, Towzer yawned, and
to take part in them renews the youth of
once more stretched himself before the
| the aged, and re-invigorates the young;
cheery. fire.
| to retaember them is like ¢ the sound of
Le To But
how can I be happy whes my
distant music, sweet, though mournful to
| work is so hard ‘and so tiresome, sighed
Patty. “I wish that I might do pleasant | the soul. »
Few sports seem rougher than the tumthings all my life instead of these dread.
ble in the snow or the well-contested batful dishes.”
tle with.snow-balls. But who refuses to
“Doas I a& Patty,” said the meiiy
take a hand in such a contest? Even the
| black kettle which was puffing away over
staid and dignified men and matrons are
the hot coals.
*‘Sing at your work;
sing.-until the sadness goes away from led oasily into indulgences at this point.
your heart. Don’t make your troubles, Considerations of health, or of garments
larger by moping over them. Isn't it come before these prudent seniors, but
tiresome work to keep puffing away over down they go, regarded but for a mothis hot fire? I guess itis! But I'm nof ment, when challenged to sport like this.

BER

,e

Bop

as unto the Tord.

“ “he moonlit skater’s, keen delight, ;
The 8leigh-drive through the frosty night,
Te Fustio partys Wh ifs ough i a”

|
A

FY dF

Ao it heartily

~ *

we

ue fo,

27, 1882...

———
es
branding-iron
of the tortucing
anding:
ting hours. A |
| time when in want, in anguish, in throes
:
of mortal agony, some seed is sown that
2
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1 new']eaf,
dewllea I overheard ; mistress saying to
one of the children, ‘How Towgzer has
improved! 1am getting to be quite fond
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produces the’ so-called ambly-

BATES STENT!
Special

Offer!

Now is the time to subscribe for the Bates Stdent, & Monthly Magazine published by the blu

opia. This form of amblyopia is precisely
identical with that produced from the excessive use of alcohol. Both are incura-

TERMS:
$1.00 Per Year in Advance.
«To all new subsoribers for 1833, we will send (bo
STUDENT
ET FRED for the remainder of thls yoal

isville who are now practically b ind from

Business Manager Bates Student for 1883:

ble.

Iknow a number of persons in Lou: |

the excessive use of tobacco.

A lady in

dents of Bates College.

the October number,

Lock Bex 1401

Address

Lowiston, Me.
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fei Ps

Grock aod

which is added Green- | 8nd reserved them

English Lexicon.

for:

Boston, | repéntedly illustrated.

Mass. : H.L. Hastings. 47 Coruhill.

rse fate.
5 cents
dupingitho
war Thisin was
the || Price

i ;

ar passage, und the

y of any
examina-

critical

i1ion of words in comparative philology. In
our eommon translation the same Greek work
is translated by half 8 dozen different English
words more or less.

For

example,

the

same

@reek word in the epistle to the
Romans is rendered in different passages by ¢ conclude,”
“ gounted,” . “reckoned,”
* imputed,” *acevunted” Sud “ sitemath,” and dianios i.
ren
interchangably by * everlasting” an
<% sternal.” This gives rise to misunderstandings whieh may be avoided by
critical refer-

ence te this concordance. Myles
Coverdale ‘in
the preface
to his Bible, 1585, says, ‘‘ Bure I

sm

that

there

cometh

more

knowledge

and

xvaderstandinge of the fSoripture by theyr son
drie translacyons than by all the gloses of oure

sophisticall

2?

In the above

vol.

we

have these “ sondrie translacyons,” and all the
places where they occur, so that even the
Boglish reader may study them with pleasare

pr. profit. It is not a matter of little importanee to be able at u glance to
how a word

is rendered in all the passages

where it is used.

Here we have the result of the best and most
eritieal scholarship for New Testament students in 8 convenient form for. reference and
8% a comparatively small cost. To this is ad-

ded Greenfleld’s

New Testament

Lexicon

for

the convenience of the Greek student.

Tur CHURCH

IN THR HOUSE.

Six Girrs.
Irving,

A Home Story by Fadgie

' Illustrated by F.

Series of

T.

Belle

Merrill.

Bos-

| “ton:
Kstes& Jayrias, 299-306 Washington
St. 1888. $1.60.
;
' This jsa volume of 456 pages, well boand
and illustrated. It is truly a Home Story
worth reading, and reading it will do one
good.
Six lovely girls in one household with
a-model father and.mgther at the head; and

when the father dies;

op¥iton is gone, and gone

forever.

He who utters such an opinion is a pessimist.

He is influenced by his own fears rather than
by facts. There is a magnetism in the human
voice and presence. It will be so till the end
of

time.

place

The

of

orator

instar’,

will

80, when

always

hold

his

& really great

preacher arises, in #oy codpiiy in apy: lanuage, he is sure to gather about bim admiring

arers, and to imprint his opinions

broadly

upon the public mind.
We could give very
many examples of this fact: but we will ocon-

tent ourselves with the one example now before us. The Reverend Doctor
William Arnot
_ WAS a ulpit gator of extraordinary ability.

Nature
did Everjihing for him in the way of a
sommanding présence, vigorous health, and a
volee of at once unusual elearnéss and modulaDivine grace did more for him in givin
tion.
lim fervent plety, spiritual communion with

€Qod, a sweet apprehension of the Scriptures,

rk
1k-

.

s love of souls, and holy zeal. He beld his
- place side by-side with the great preachers of
Seotlwud: by the side of Chalmers, and Irving,
and Candlisb, and Guthrie.
Years ago, when
we spent a winter in Edinburgh, ‘Candlish
and Guthrie occupied
shining places; but,
like a stir above the horizon, he soon rose to
his place
besid
them.
Therefore, after all we

have said,

our readers

may well

know

how

heartily we commend tLis volume of sermoos,
® Phe Chureh in the House,”
IL contains one

hundred and five sermoiis,

ull of them

exposi-

3S TNR

re

>, ug

@ ggFY

SHS

©

tions of the Acts of the Apo!
. They were
partly prepared for use in (a
on, the
even
ng
of the Lord’s Day. Hend®
the precéss of
eriticism does not appear, ex¢ept such us may
be appreciated by any
person
baving agood

knowledge of the Bible.

Of course, the author

has availed himselfof books, but he does not
refer to them.
Some quesifons are psssed
over, because Christinns bavel
net agreement

eoncerning

them.

In these germons,

us jn

the Seripeures themselves, ‘exposition of doctrine und practical

gled.

exhortation

The sermons

are

are’ not

intermin-

exhaustive

and

critical so much as furnishing elucidation and
application of the lessons of the Acts having
regard to our own day and circumstances,
The Bible-olass teacher, and the minister, will
_ find the volume extremely valuable.
WORKERS

Nim,

TOGETHER.

Cadels,

Charity

Hurlburt, Our Gold Mine, etc.
Howard Gannet, Tremont Temple.

Boston:
1882. 12

Fr

There

Author
a 832.

of

By Mrs. Ada C. Chap-

Christ's

For saleby E. J. Lane.

is something

in the life and

work

of

peculiarly

interesting

a pastor,

No

whether he is in the city or country,
he is in chisrge of ‘a large

Price

or

small

- tion, there is a singular interest

matter

whether

congrega-

in his work.

Many books have been. written illustrating a
: pastor's life. Some of them have atiained
much celebrity. This'book takes a high rank

© AOD,
works of this sort.. Mrs. Ada C.
‘OUbaplin bas earned a merited
tation as a
Writers This book adds to her fame. It conveys a good lesson, in an interesting way.
The story opens with Mr. (why does - the -author omit the * Reverend”?) Markham, seated
at his table in his study, on a Baturday merning, with the manuscript of & sermon half-finished before him.
He is in deep meditation.
A dozen troubles, each io itself trivial, perplex
him,
At this moment his daughter Grace
knocks at the study door.
She is a prudent
und winsome girl, left, by her mother's death,
to the eare of an aunt. She has a mind of her
own, and expresses her thoughts in a quaint
way.
Grace has a younger balf-brother,
Albert, her father having married again.
Her
step-mother having also died; she’ now comes
from ber aunt’s home to doe with her father.
Here her character develops rapidly.
She is

of course brought

into

congfet with marked

By Sophie May.
Boston: Lee &

There is, perhaps, no writer for girlhnod in
this country that understands girls more thoroughly than Miss Sophie May. Those readers,

who bave alternately laughed and crigd over
“ Qur Helen,” “The Doctor’s Daughtery” *“The
Asbury Twins,” and the f{ortunes df the
* Quinnebasset

these books only

Girls,”

and

To take them

flud the name. pure

and

have

pleasing

laid“aside

up “again,

qualities

Will
in

Bouphie May’s latest book, entitled, © Janet,”
which Lee & Shepiyd have just published,
It
in a story cast in the mold
of the preceding
volames

of the same series; but with

this

dif:

ference, that the leading characters are all older
in years. Though entir gdree from the sensational and the impos¥hle, thé story is one

1882.

ge

.

tg
SHIRE

versary
ot. the conclusion of

e between the
you.”

with a8
a
‘of tastes, dispositions
and habits as is often found in one family; and

dry

Pdin

in the

right

one who died, beco
wives that
many different happy homes
to
world.
Itis a book
that will be
live to muke other homes beautiful
dustry and afféction.

paper,

noble womanhood -and

with" the exception of
made as
bless the
read and
with in~

THE CLEVERDALE MYSTERY; OR, THE MaCHINE AND#18 WHEELS. A story of AmerBy Wm.

A Wilkins,

the WhitehallN. Y.) Times.

Editor

of

Cloth, $1.00.

New York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert.
The author of this story is a practical politi-

rence of tragic scenes is possibly over wrought;
but the most casual reader can not fail 10 be
entertained
by the vivid characterization of
the * American boss,” and his purchasable associates
and
puprinkipled
ollowers - who,

rough

the aid of money and

‘‘ beer,” pack

ihe caucuses, manipulate the conventions, corrupt the voters, and at last conspire sgaiost a
manly young bank cashier, who through stress
of circumstances is driven West,
gets rich, and

becomes the

hero of the story.

ter summarizes

the narrative,

The last chap-

emphasizes

its

nipral, and exhorts the reader to aid in the
work of purifying our politics.
a

Tae
MEETINGON. BOARD THE LEANDER.
A Story of the Sea. By Bernard Heldmann.

= IHustrated.

Cloth.

12 mo.

pp. 822.

New

York:
Thomas J. Crowell
& Co. $1.75.
The most that can be said in favor of this
book is that it is well printed, fairly illustrated;
and bandsomely bound.
Itis written by an
Euglish author snd is a reprint in this country.
Like most books for young people manufactured across the water, it is decidedly inferior
to the same class of books that are produced
nowadays by
American writers.
The story
is the old-fashioned, sensational, piratical narrative of the lad who goes to-sea and meets
with the many surprising adventures that are
very apt to excite a longing
in many boys.to
do something similar in order to become
heroic. The rambling, careless style in which the
story is written is objectional to those who believe that the young sspecially should have the
beuefit of g
literary models in their-department of literature. Much of the dialogue is as
unnatural 4s it-very well could be,
:

By Agnes Giberpe, au-

DECIMA’S PROMISE.
:
thor of ‘Sun, Moon, and Stars,”
ete. New
York: Robert Carter and
Brothers, 530
Broadway, 1882. 12 mo. pp. 244. FKive fullpaged illustrations. $1.25,
The heroine of this story makes her appear-

ance, at the age of fifteen, seated

in the bow-

window of a
London house, the twilight of an
autumao afternoon falling upon her. Decima
Fitzroy (for that is her name) is not a very
altractive-looking girl. She is slim, not to

say EASEY, and bas an air of prevailing looseneh d negligence about her. But she
has

Heath,

High Street, Boston.
No Drug

Compound

& new, combina-

tion of the two elements which

make up our com-

ty.

unless

mon atmosphere, and in such pdrtions as to render it much richer in the vital or life-giving qualilt contains no

medicament,

ments of pure air are medigines, and

the

ele-

its adminis.

~

=

I
en
having

and full information, sext/free. DRS. STARKEY&
PALEN, 1109 aud 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia,
. 7
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PILLS , made by Fleming

ately organized... Bro.
Cold
wis
among the
first to enter the new .orgahization
and for
nearly forty years has been heartily inkrened
in, and identitled with, all our interests. He
was thoroughly denominational and watched
with the deepest solicitude our Progiess as a
people.
Duriog-all these years, the
Morning |
Star has been welcomed to his home.
Ai~
tending most of the Quarterly,
and many of
the Yearly Meetings, #nd enjoying the acquaintance of most of our older ministers in
Maine, he was always the best of authority in
historical matters.
Several years ago, when
the church by severe trials was for a time
broken up and many of its members found
homes in other churches, Bro. Cobb more than
apy other man was instrumental in saving our
interest in this city.
With a few others he
rallied, and with much personal and pecuniary
sacrifice the church was suved and- he was per-

precious revivals.

Buy it of your local news

een

J. M. P.

Given.~Died in Wales, Me., Nov. 28, at
the home of her son-in<law, Stanwood Given
Mrs, Josuna, widow of -Arthur-Given, aged

ing the book, and one, too, feels like saying,
*‘ 1t might bave been!” Mary Lakeman — if
this is her first book — has made a wonderful
success with it, and will have won for herself
a host of admirers, who will impatiently await

another story from the same hand,
5

=

‘THE

BEST PRACTICAL

ART

MAGAZINE.”

The Art Amateur for 1883, judging. from
the publisher's announcement, will
amply
maintain its high reputation as the *¢ best practical art magazine” of the, day. To an abundance of beautifuly full-size working designs for
painting, embroidery, wood-carving and other
art work, with copious practical instructions
for all classes of amateur artists, it will continue to add a profusion of charming illustrations of porcelain, furniture, needlework, and
bric-d-brae, together with an endless supply of
entertaining information on decorative and in-

Jaralysie; Dea. H. K. Oakes, aged 77 years.
ro. Oakes was an excellent Christian man.
He took a very deep interest in the prosperity
of the church with which he united-in 1841 and
by which he was elected deacon, Aug. 22, 1868.
e wae highly esteemed as a neighbor and
friend, and was very affectionate in his family.
He deeply mourned the death of his wife, who
receded him over a year, and often spoke of
Bis time ;being short.
Bro. O. had just re-

.

«

can

Apother notice of her death

“IsmMm” TO-DAY

And

how rich

the

OFFICE,

Cincinnati

Square.

0

y

|

wife were both members of the KF. B. church
in Belfast. when they were married.
Krom
New York they moved to Jo Davies Co, Ill,
in 1845. Here he was a deacon in the Greenvale church and clerk of the Q. M. nearly thirty years,
In 1874, they moved
to Iowa,
bat retained their membership in the F. B.

church, * He was a subscriber to the Star over

1

the

world,

broacest seuse as including thought and theory as

thie world’s

movement in morals, religion,

science

and literature equally with material matters,
The larger space reserved

for reading

matter in

ThE SUNDAY REPUBLICAN makes it possible te
present in that edition an nnnsually rich collection
of stories, religious selections and discussions,
special articles, snecial departments, poetry and
literary reviews of peculiar interest and value om
the chosen day of rest. This edition will be sent
bythe earliest mails.to any part of the country,and
is distributed on: the morningof publication by reg-

Us

trains and
special expresses,
Massachasetts, Southern Ver-

Northern and

Centrat

:

furnishes in conven.

It

commends.

itself

especially

to the

farmer and his family, the activeunan in business

every 10.
;
THE SUNDAY REPUBLICAN is five cents a cog
50 cents for three months, $2 a year.
TH«. WEEKLY REPUBLICAN 1s fogr ca
opy
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cents
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Remedy.
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AGENTS!

ou can) a model of
LEMO

THIS PRELIMINARY EXAMINAON NO CHARGE IS MADE.

Whatwilla Patent Cost?

RHEUMATIC SUFFERERS, buyof
any Druggist

patent and

Uniform,

Philadelphia,

Pa. -

AGENTS!

Now
is the time
to work for Holiday

and see our
& 00...

Terms.
Conn.

5

A3] isfled with

result, we

mey.
We can't say more.
** My wife used your “Sure Cure ** for neuralgia,
and-it
-—]
;

attorney's fee |

others of the same

ONE

DOLLAR

Ask your

kind.

Per

BOX.

Only

Druggist, or address all orders to

Dobyns & Mitchell, Sennsiey:

failed, a SEfful Banding of the case

HUCCOSS, >
m © a With
quest ads
dressed to the Commissioner of Patents
‘recognize GEORGE E. LEMON, of Yr asningion, D. Ct
as your attorney in the case,
giving the title vl
the invention and about the
date of filing
your
application. “An examination and report will cost
ounothing.
Searches made fortitle toinventions,
n fact information relating to Patents promptly
furnished. Copies of Patents mailed at the regular
Government rates, (23e. each.) Remember this
office has been in successful operation since 1865.
and you therefore reap the benefits of experience,
besides reference can be given to actual clients in
almost every countyin the U. 8. Pamphlet relating to Patents free upon request.

CEO.

Yory Davis's Pain Killer

615 15th St,

CONQUEROR
OF ALL KIDNEY BISEASES.
PR
a”

Street,

BOOK

ever issued.

We have

:

BLUE!

Always

seb John B.Gough-=u

If you are advised that your inventionis
pate
able, send $20 to pay Government application fee
of #15, and 85 for the drawings required by the
Government. This is payable when application is
made, and is all 6f the expense unless a patent is allowed. When allowed, the a! rey
a (825) and
8

PERRY DA VIS'S RAIN KILLER.

of

3

Ry

We want 1000 more Agents to sell this famous book.
Everyone laughs and cries over it. Tenseof Phousands
are now waiting for it. Ministers say “God
a 8”
The temperance cause is now * booming,” and this is the best

your

selling

no

clubs

I. S.WILTBERGER,Proprietor,

delay: Send for circu
A.
Db. WORTHINGTON

or not, and

|r

SUNLIGHT
wo SHADOW

CAN | OBTAIN A PATENT ?

hence,
you can rely on the advise
given after a
ri HE
examination is had. Fadl iby Patents
he Registration of Labels, Trade Marks
and
issues secured.” Caveats prepared and
filed. Avplicatiohs in revivor of Re]
, Luan:
domed, or
Fo
ted
made,
e
valuable inventions are saved in these classes of
cases. If you have undertaken to secure your own

RHEUMATISM OF LONG STANDING
Cured by
PERRY DAVIS'S PAIN KILLER.

Quantity

Far sale by Grocers.

©

a

3

Trialf@hscriptions

BARLOW'’S INDIGO

you know beforeband, for nothing, whether you are

RHEUMATISM IN THE MUSCLES
Cured by
:
PERRY DAVIS'S PAIN KILLER.

$150 a

er edition.
.
All subscriptions are payable in advance.
Spee
imen copies free.
Address
THE REPUBLICAN,
Springfield, Mass.

Fair Trial

ILL convince you that SYRUP

months,

$1.25 a year.

for two months.

A liberal cash Commission is allowed to possmasters and others aeting as local agents for eith-

CURES COUGHS,COLDS, SPITTING
OF BLOOD AND CONSUMPTION.

Cured by

\

"To any suffering with Catarrh or BronN chitis who earnestly desire relief, | can
furnish a means of Permanent
and Positive Cure.
A Home Treatment. N
charge for consultation by mail. Valua-{,
ble Treatise Free. Certificates from Doctors, Lawyers, Ministers, Business-men.

Address
Rev. T. P. CHILDS, Troy. Ohio. |

AUTOMATIC

E. LEMON,

VASHINGTON, D. C.

-at-Law
and Solicitor of AmériAtiorney.y angt Foreign Patents.
we

OR “ NO TENSION?” SEWING MACHINE,
The only Sewing Machine

that can be

USED WITH SAFETY
TO HEALTH.
Can you AFFORD to be without it?
Willcox & Gibbs S. M. Co., 658
or 33

- When I say cure I do not mean marely to stop S
g.
timo and then have them return again, I mean a radical cure,
I have made the disease of FITS, EPILEPSY or FALLING
SICKNESS a life-long study. Iwarrant my remedy to cura
the worst cases.
Because others have failed izno reason for
not now receiving a cure. Send at once for a treatise and a
Free Bottle of my infallible remedy.
Give Express and Post
Office. It costs you nothing for a trial, and I will cure
you.
Address Dr. H. G. ROOT, 183 Péarl 8t., New
York.

i
12 beautiful
peantitsl Christmas
Colors,

West

Street,

Broadway, N: Y.

Boston,

Mass.
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Cards sassorted
iis

sent on receipt of 25 cts., by return mail.

Leas

cnenif they. will cost elsewhere.”
WILLIAM M.
ALDSON & Co., 113 Main St,, Cincinuau, Olio.

than

DON-

Agents wanted. 85 a Day made sell.
Fi gtd ae HOUSEHOLD ARTI

CLES and PLATFORM
FAMILY
SOALE.
Weighs up to 25 1bs.
Price,
$1.80.
Domestic Scale Co,, Cin’ti, 0.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for
Schools, Fire

WARRANTED.

Alarms, Farms,

Churches,

ete.

FULLY

Catalogue sent Free.

VANDUZEN

& TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

MYERM Fg.

Jennings.—Iled, Now 28, of sciatica, in

‘his

ally news of

or professional life, to New Englanders away from
home, and to all others who
desireto follow in
telligently the progress of affairs in this country.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
;

her

He was converted in childhood and be and

R-

well as fact, and it seeks to inform its readers of

is printed.

She

aged T4 years, 6 months and 6 days,
He wus
born in Rehoboth, Mass., and married Miss Caroline Dean ‘in Alleghany Co, N. Y., in 1839.

wi

thrown together, bul carefolly selested, worked
over and condensed. It has ‘the name of being .
about the best weekly review of American life that

for these many

Co.,Towa,Jonathan Jennings,

the

- THE WEEKLY REPUBLICAN

golng to get

says,

wbrk done in

It gathers

Connecticut.

lived to bury every member of her family but
one son in whose family shé has been tenderly
cared for since her widowhood of six or seven
vears * * # »
How life may be ‘‘ worth living” is shown by Mrs. Martin’s life lived by
the faith in the Son of God.
G. A. A.

‘Sheridun,Carroll

fulness.

ular and special
through
Western

:

testify

by the paper in these years!

national.

aud particularly of its own field, with alertness,
and entergrise, sifts itintellizently and presents to
its readers all that is worthy in compact but intereeting form. It interprets theterm news inifts.

mont an 1 New Hampshire,

IS

¢ She needs no higher eulogy than that so many
are ready to pay her,‘ She was a good woman,’ ‘Blessed are.they which’, like her, ‘die
in the Lord. . The Morning Star family may
feel that it has lost a loving member of it.
How welcome the weekly
visits of the paper

have been to herself and family

state and

log fo bring them

RHEUMATISM IN THE KNEES

fully she and her husband, thé late Deacon
Harvey Martin, obeyed the iijiigetion to be

household

No. 5, Union

PERRY DAVIS'S PAIN KILLER,

Martin.—Died in Williamstown, Vt., Nov.
23, Mrs. Harvey Martin, aged 70 years,
A
corresposglent of the Vermont
Watchman
and Stat® Journal says: *‘* Williamstown has
just Jost. a good woman by the death of Widow
Harvey Martin.
She has long been in dédining health and the diseuse terminated ‘in a paralytic stroke.
For many years she hus been
an active, earnest, Christian woman, in the
Free Baptist church of this place.® How faith-

years!

JOHN CHURCH & €O.,
YORK

NEW

(
chic

Curgd by

AN.

affairs,

dependent of men, parties and factions,
reco,
ing and using instruments, but boand to none.
Apart from its discussions of
political gnestions,
which are the first interest of society, THE
BLICAN aims to perform the great duties of the modern newspaper with Energy discretion and faith-

PUBLISHED BY

Rheumatism |

|

public

|

- Price, $3 per dozen by express, charges not prepaid. Single specimen copy, 25 cts. by mail.

ll!

RHEUMATISM IN THE BACK

Massachusetts and Rhode Island, thinking it to
be his last visit. He leaves three sons and five
daugtifers, who deeply mourn the death of
their dear parents, but are consoled by the assurance that they are safe with Jesgh, SN

# %%

$4 $4 p per 100 byy ex-

agent, or

turned from visiting his children who reside in

a

W. F. Sherwin.

Christmas
Cantata
By H. Butterworth and Geo. F. Root.
New Music! - Merry Dialogue!

Franconia, N. H., Oct. 27, of

thirty years and was much interested in the
work of the church of bis life<long choice.
dustrial
art,
Numerous
artists’
sketches
will
which holds the reader enchained by ‘its little be published as usual; the leading exhibitiong
About the year 1856 he bought property in
Isdale, Mich, and a scholarship in Hillsdale
perplexitics of home-life, its love-dreams, and
will bé largely illustrated and piquantly orit iy
is theroughly brave, frank, and unconventionCollege.
He spent some time with his family
cised, and artists of merit will be
biographigalal heroing, and we luy down the book with the
there that his childrén might have the advan4 noticed, A series of beautiful embroidery
conviction that a more charming remance of
esigns from the South Kensington Royal tages of a collegiate educution, Most of the
girlhood could rarely be written. This book School of Art Needlework, and a number of time daring the past year he was a great, sufwus announced in the early part of the sea- .articles on china painting by Miss McLaughlin
ferer, but always patient and hopeful, I-visitson under
the name of ** The Odd One;”
ed him frequently and found him clear in his
Cincinnati,will be published daring the year.
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charming volume.
GRANDMOTHER NORMANDY.
By the Author
of * Silent Tom.” V. I. F. series. Boston:
D. Lothrop & Co.
This volume deals more directly with some
of the vital points of Christianity, than either
of its
predecessors in the popular series of
which it is the third issue, and shows how the
bitter things itvevery one’s experience may be
turned to good and lusting account. It teaches
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Normandy, stern, relentless, and unforgiving,
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